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l'' ! .' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
5,, - ,/ W ASHINGTON, D.C. 2055!WXXH

.....

May 24, 1994

The Honorable Joseph I. Lieberman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Clean Air and Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am enclosing responses to the specific questions contained in
your April 20, 1994, letter concerning the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's policies and practices for the exercise of
enforcement discretion for violations of nuclear power plant
technical specifications and license conditions. Chairman Selin ,

previously wrote to you on these matters on May 6, 1994.

Should you or your staff have any questions, please do not
|

hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

M
Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs |

Enclosures: i

As Stated

cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson

I
(Concurrence received from all Commission Offices per ;

Mike Callahan 5/24/94)
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Question 1. A technical specification limiting condition of operation or..

other license condition imposes on a licensee a legal
obligation to obey it until is modified by amendment of the
license in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and
NRC regulations. Although intended to be simply an exercise
of enforcement discretion, a Notice of Enforcement
Discretion (N0ED) not to enforce a technical specification
or license condition is in essence a grant of immunity from
sanctions for noncompliance with a license condition because
it approves operation in a manner not in conformance with
the license. For this reason, issuance of a N0ED can be
viewed as a license amendment.

(a) Do you agree? In your opinion, can a N0ED reasonably
be viewed as a license amendment?

(b) How does the legal effect of a N0ED differ from that
of a license amendment?

Answer.

We do not agree that a N0ED can reasonably be viewed as a license amendment.
There are fundamental, legally significant differences between a license
amendment and an N0ED.

A license amendment, including an amendment issued under " emergency"
circumstances, involves changes in the legally-authorized conditions of
operation and, assuming compliance with the new conditions of operation
authorized by the amendment, there is no violation.

In contrast, a N0ED does not involve a change to the legally-authorized
conditions of operation, and the licensee's operation of the facility as
proposed in its request for a N0ED does constitute a violation of its license.
In other words, the licensee violates its license notwithstanding the NRC
staff's agreement that the proposed method of operation is prudent from a
safety perspective. A N0ED reflects an agency determination, as a matter of
policy, to exercise its inherent authority to refrain from taking enforcement
action for the violation which has occurred.

When the NRC issues a N0ED, it is stating its intent to exercise its
discretion to refrain from taking enforcement action for a violation that the
licensee believes it will commit; the N0ED does not change the legally-
authorized conditions of operation. It follows that if the NRC issues a N0ED
in light of an evaluation of the public health and safety consequences based
on particular facts and circumstances presented by the licensee, the NRC is
free to take enforcement action for violation of the substantive requirement
should the facts presented by the licensee as a basis for the N0ED prove
incomplete or inaccurate in some material respect or should the licensee not
adhere to the N0ED's terms. Thus, the NRC could refuse to act in accordance
with its stated intent in a NOED to exercise its discretion to refrain from
taking enforcement action, including the imposition of civil penalties, given
certain circumstances. Of course, whether an amendment or an N0ED is issued,
the NRC may always issue an order to protect public health and safety, if
necessary.
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Moreover, the_ issuance of a license amendment arises from the NRC's authority
to issue and amend licenses pursuant to sections 103, 104, and 189 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA), a wholly different legal
foundation from its authority to exercise enforcement discretion, which is
described in the response to Question 5, below. See Union of Concerned
Scientists v. NRC, 711 F.2d 370, 383 (D.C. Cir. 1983); see generally Heckler
v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985) (setting the standards for a court to determine
if a matter is committed to agency discretion).
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Question 2. According to the NRC's enforcement policy, a Region may,

issue a N0ED only when "the expected noncompliance is of ,

such short duration that a license amendment could not be |
issued before the need no longer exists, making it i

'impractical to amend the license." The Director, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, may issue a N0E0 "for the brief |

period of time it requires the NRC staff to process an |emergency or exigent TS amendment under the provisions of 10 t

C.F.R. 50.91(a) (5) or (6)." According to the Inspection ,

Manual, NRR may exercise enforcement discretion to allow i

noncompliance: (1) "until such time as the element [in a .

!limiting condition for operation) can be revised by a
license amendment;" (2) in a situation in which "a license :

amendment will be processed to make [an extension of an i
action statement time limit) a permanent change to the TSs;"
and (3) in a situation in which a change to a surveillance ;
requirement "will be incorporated by an amendment." :

t

This indicates that the criterion for the NRC's decision on
whether to issue a NOED rather than a license amendment is i

the NRC's determination as to the practicality or timeliness ?

of the license amendment process. [

If the ability of the NRC to issue a license amendment in ;

the appropriate time frame is the controlling factor on |
'

whether the NRC will issue a license amendment or a N0ED to
permit a licensee to operate in a manner not in accordance |
with a technical specification or. license condition, then ;

can a N0ED reasonably be viewed in essence as a license
amendment that is issued under " emergency" circumstances j
when the normal license amendment procedures cannot be ;

followed? !

!'
Answer.

It should be noted from the outset that many if not most N0EDs issued by the |
NRC are entirely unrelated to the issuance of license amendments because these i

N0EDs are issued in situations in which a license amendment is not ;

contemplated. :
,

The NRC does not believe that a N0ED can reasonably be viewed in essence as a i

license amendment that is issued under " emergency" circumstances when normal l

license amendment procedures cannot be followed. N0EDs and license I

amendments, including license amendments issued under " emergency" i

circumstances, are fundamentally different. ;

N0EDs, which are presently limited to Technical Specifications or other
license conditions of licensees holding Part 50 licenses, are documents
recording a decision on the part of the NRC to not take enforcement action for ,

a violation of a Technical Specification or other license condition, i.e., for i

the licensee's conducting activities in a manner which its license does not i

authorize. N0EDs are not license amendments since specified conditions of .

.

operation are not changed by a N0ED. N0EDs reflect the exercise by the NRC of |
its discretion not to take enforcement action in accordance with an openly 1

.i
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established NR,C policy and after an NRC safety assessment. The NRC has clear
authority to exercise such discretion as is further discussed in the response
to Question 5 below.

Such a notice does not approve plant operation in noncompliance with its
license or modify the approved conditions of operation and enforcement action
may be taken for any violations that led to the situation that warranted the
exercise of enforcement discretion. The NRC authority to exercise such
discretion is well-established by the case law. See the response to Question
5 below.

.
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Question 3. _ The NRC's enforcement policy statement explains that NRC
will issue a N0ED only when issuance of a license amendment
would be impractical under the circumstances, or where there
is not sufficient time to process a license amendment
application under 50.91(a) (5) or (6). Hence, the NRC
itself has stated that it will use the N0ED procedures only
when there is an " emergency situation" within the meaning of
section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act--/.e., when the normal
procedures of section 189 for issuance of license amendments
cannot be followed because immediate action is necessary to
prevent the shutdown or derating of an operating reactor.

Isn't the NRC's N0ED policy, therefore, another type of
" emergency situation" exception to the procedures required
under section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act for issuance of
license amendments?

Answer.

The NRC's N0ED policy is not another type of " emergency situation" exception
to the procedures required under section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act for the
issuance of license amendments. As indicated earlier, many if not most N0EDs
are issued in response to temporary circumstances or conditions. Also, N0EDs
and license amendments, including license amendments issued under " emergency"
circumstances, are fundamentally different. License amendments are issued
pursuant to the NRC's regulatory authority under the Atomic Energy Act
authorizing licensees to lawfully conduct specified activities. When a
licensee must make a permanent change to its facility license conditions or
technical specifications in response to an enduring change of circumstance,
and an emergency situation exists such that failure to act in a timely way
would result in derating or shutdown of a nuclear power plant, then it is
appropriate to follow the procedures in 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5).

N0EDs are documents recording a decision on the part of the NRC to not take
enforcement action for a violation of a Technical Specification or other
license condition in accordance with an openly established NRC policy and
after an NRC safety assessment. N0EDs are not license amendments since
specified conditions of operation are not changed by a N0ED. Accordingly, the
provisions of Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act dealing with license
amendments are not applicable to N0EDs.

Rather, the N0ED reflects the exercise of discretion by the NRC not to take
enforcement action. As discussed in the response to Question 5 below, the NRC
has the authority to exercise enforcement discretion when confronted with a

'situation where a licensee is not in compliance with its Technical
Specifications or other license condition. An appropriate case for the
exercise of such discr~etion could be a case where an " emergency" license
amendment is being sought to permit operation which would otherwise constitute
a violation of Technical Specifications.

However, to the extent that violations by the licensee were involved which led
to the noncompliance for which the NRC exercised discretion, the NRC will
normally take enforcement actions for such root causes. Such enforcement
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action is intended to emphasize that licensees may not rely on the NRC's
authority to exerci.te enforcement discretion as a routine substitute for
compliance or for requesting a license amendment.
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Question 4.(a}. In view of the NRC's statements that indicate that the NRC's
N0ED practice is an " emergency situation" (within the
meaning of section 189 of the AEA) exception to the normal
license amendment procedures, why does the NRC believe that
section 189 does not require these N0ED procedures to be
promulgated by rulemaking?

(b) Does the NRC believe that it has enforcement discretion to
not enforce the requirements of 10 C.F.R 50.91 for license
amendments?

(c) Does the NRC believe that it has the enforcement discretion
to not enforce the rulemaking requirement of either section
189 of the Atomic Energy Act or the substantive limitation
of that section?

Answer.

Because, as explained above, a N0ED does not involve a license amendment and
is fundamentally different from a license amendment, the provisions of Section
189 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10 C.F.R.Section 50.91 dealing with license
amendments are not applicable to the NRC policy to exercise enforcement
discretion through the use of a N0ED.

As explained in the response to Question 5 below, the NRC has inherent
discretion to not take enforcement action for the violation of a Technical
Specification or other license condition in appropriate circumstances and
after a thorough NRC safety assessment. Since a license amendment is not
involved, the provisions of Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act related to
license amendments do not apply to N0EDs. Likewise, since a license amendment
is not involved when a N0ED is issued, the provisions of Section 50.91 are not ,

applicable and no issue regarding NRC discretion regarding enforcement of that i

regulation is raised. i
:

Similarly, the Commission's use of enforcement discretion is inherently a i

fact-dependent case-by-case decision and no regulations need be adopted to
'

prescribe criteria or procedures for the exercise of discretion. The
Commission has indicated, as part of its Enforcement Policy, that it may
exercise discretion to not enforce compliance with certain requirements in
limited circumstances, but that statement of policy is not a document which
must be adopted in accordance with the rulemaking requirements of section 189
of the Atomic Energy Act.

:

I
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Question 5. Please provide the NRC's legal authority for the N0ED policy..

and procedures.
,

Answer.
,

s

The concept of enforcement (prosecutorial) discretion is well recognized in
law and more particularly, with respect to the authority of the NRC. :

Decisions as to investigation and enforcement, especially when there are !
'different types of enforcement action available, are discretionary judgments.

Bernitsky v. United States, 620 F.2d 948, 955 (3d Cir. 1980), cert denied, 449 ;

U.S. 870 (1981). Regulatory activities are [ discretionary), not because
alternatives exist in particular circumstances, but because of the fundamental

!character of the role assigned to the agency. General Public Utilities ,

Corooration v. United States, 745 F.2d 239, 245 (3d Cir. 1984), cert denied, ,

469 U.S. 1228 (1985). The decision to prosecute or not to prosecute falls
,

within the discretionary function. Smith v. United States, 375 F.2d 243, 247
'(5th Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 841 (1967).

As the court in Union of Concerned Scientists v. Nuclear Reaulatory

Commission, 711 F.2d 370, 382-383 (D.C. Cir. 1983), explicitly noted, this- |
agency has prosecutorial discretion to take no action where a license
condition would be violated or to issue without notice and comment a .,

" statement of policy" regarding its intent not to enforce the license !

condition. A N0ED may be viewed as a written acknowledgement that the NRC
does not intend to take action.

.
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Question 6. Section 189 of the AEA allows the Commission in " emergency !..

situations" to dispense with prior notice and comment
(pursuant tn criteria established by rulemaking) on a
proposed determination that a license amendment involves no

.

significant hazards consideration. The Conference report
accompanying the latest amendments to section states that ,

'"the term ' emergency situations' encompass [es] only those
rare cases in which immediate action is necessary to prevent i
the shutdown or derating of an operating commercial i

reactor." ,

The NRL's N0ED policy and 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) (the emergency ,

situations provision) allow the Commission to not enforce a j
license condition or to a issue a license amendment in order
to avoid delay in the startup of a reactor. >

In view of the conferees' intent that the emergency
situations include only situations where the actions is

*necessary to prevent a shutdown or derating, how does the
Commission justify using emergency situations provision to :

'avoid a delay in reactor startup?

Answer. |

The Commission stated its position with regard to the term " emergency |

situations" in the statements of consideration for 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) in j
response to commenters' suggestions that an emergency situation should also ;
exist where a shutdown plant could be prevented from starting up because the :
Commission had failed to act in a timely way. The Commission specifically !
addressed the Conference report quote referenced in this question. The S0C |

states, "There may be situations where the need to prevent shutdown or !
derating can be equivalent in terms of impact to the need to startup or to go
to a higher power level. The Commission believes that expanding the !
definition of " emergency situation" to include these situations is not r

inconsistent with Congress' intent" as stated in Section 189 of the AEA. ;

I,-
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Question 7. The inspection Manual states that "The exercise of- ,

!enforcement discretion for plants attempting to start up is
expected to occur less often than for operating plants,
because delaying startup does not usually leave a plant in a '

condition in which it could experience undesirable
transients."

(a) Please explain under which circumstances and how !,

delaying startup could leave a plant in a condition in i

which it could experience undesirable transients. ;
iAnswer.
!

Delaying startup and remaining in a shutdown condition would rarely leave a !

plant in a condition in which it could experience undesirable transients and,
therefore, would rarely warrant a decision to proceed with issuance of a N0ED. I

!Since we cannot anticipate every condition, the provision allows for
discretion for unanticipated circumstances. When enforcement discretion is
exercised to avoid a startup delay, it is to be exercised with respect to
conditions that are specifically described in the background section of the :

NRC Inspection Manual, Part 9900: Enforcement Discretion.

Also, the design and operation of a nuclear power plant is such that, during !

plant startup, there may be several low power levels where the plant is more
susceptible to a plant transient, such as a reactor trip. Plant operators ,

increase power through these levels to points of more stable operation in
accordance with approved plant procedures. The reason for the increased
susceptibility is primarily due to the large number of equipment ,

'

manipulations, both automatic and manual, which occur at specified power
levels. During low power operations (up to about 20% power), numerous !
shutdown and startup systems are secured and systems designed for higher power j
operation are brought into service. There may be circumstances during this ,

early startup phase where the issuance of an N0ED is appropriate to allow |
quick transit to higher, more stable power levels. This avoids sustained i

[ operation at power levels more prone to transients. ;

I

:
:
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Question 7.(b). Can the risks to the public health and safety ever be
reduced by starting up a plant rather than leaving it in a
shutdown condition?

Answer.

Yes, there may be circumstances such that the overall risk to the public
health and safety may be reduced by short-term operation of the facility in
noncompliance with certain requirements. Further, there may be situations in
which the risk to the public health and safety from plant start-up in
noncompliance with a license condition is essentially safety neutral; that is,
there is no increase in risk over operation in compliance with the facility
requirements. An example of the former occurred this past winter, during
severe cold weather resulting in a record demand for power on the
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland (PJM) grid. On January 19, 1994, a
maximum generation emergency was declared for the PJM grid, interruptible
customers were interrupted, voltage was reduced 5%, voluntary power demand
reductions were requested, and rotating outages were initiated. This state of
emergency existed until midnight January 21. During this period, Notices of
Enforcement Discretion were issued to Salem Unit I and Susquehanna Unit 2 to

I avoid plant startup delays, thereby supplying needed electrical power while
assuring continued safe plant operations.

l
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Question 8.(al.. To what extent are economic considerations permissible for
the NRC to consider in determining under which circumstances
it will issue a N0ED or a license amendment?

Answer.

The NRC's overriding focus is on plant safety and public health and safety
when determining under which circumstances we will issue a Notice of :

Enforcement Discretion. Although there may be a resultant et.onomic benefit to i

a licensee, the NRC's primary consideration is aimed at protecting public
!health and safety by avoiding unnecessary plant transients. Only after we are

satisfied that our safety responsibility has been and will be met, will we
consider the merits of exercising enforcement discretion associated with
issues such as unnecessary plant shutdowns and unnecessary delays in plant
startup. NRC Inspection Manual Chapter Part 9900, provides the staff guidance ]
for the exercise of enforcement discretion. This guidance document states, '

...the exercise of enforcement discretion is appropriate only when it is"

temporary and nonrecurring and when the course of action involves minimal or
no safety impact and the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that the exercise of
discretion is consistent with protecting the public health and safety."

For example, the staff has found the exercise of enforcement discretion to be
appropriate in instances where a licensee is required by its technical
specifications to initiate a plant shutdown, but ongoing equipment maintenance
or surveillance testing is anticipated to be completed promptly. In these
instances, the equipment can typically be returned to service, or the
surveillance requirement completed, within hours of the applicable limiting
condition for operation (LCO) action statement requirement. If there is no

adverse impact to plant safety by extending the LC0 time requirement, the
staff will exercise enforcement discretion for a short duration until the
licensee can return the equipment to service or can satisfactorily conduct the
surveillance test. This approach avoids unnecessary plant shutdowns, where
the likelihood for an unnecessary plant transient is increased because of the
equipment manipulations required during power level changes.

With respect to routine license amendments, the NRC has recently initiated a
program in which economics are a factor--once the overriding factor of safety
significance is considered--in determining the worklaod priority provided by
the NRC staff to reviewing a particular request for license amendment. This
initiative is known as the Cost Beneficial Licensing Action (CBLA) program.
The program is aimed at a limited number of requests for license amendments
that are of minimal safety concern and could result in significant cost
savings for the licensee. The program relates only to the priority associated
with the NRC staff review of the matter; the request for amendment must still
be evaluated on its technical merits.

4

|

|

|
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Question 8.(bl. To what extent is economics rather than safety the reason to
grant a N0ED or emergency license amendment in order to
avoid delays in plant startups?

Answer.

Although there may be resultant benefit to a licensee, safety is always the
overriding factor in consideration of a licensee's request for either
enforcement discretion or for an emergency license amendment. The staff is
under no obligation to exercise enforcement discretion merely because a ;

licensee requested it. 10 CFR 2, Appendix C, Section VII, states, "Where ;

'enforcement discretion is to be exercised, it is to be exercised only if the
NRC staff is clearly satisfied that such action is warranted from a health and
safety perspective". ]

i
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Question 8.(cl. In general, to what extent does the NRC consider economic
factors in determining whether to enforce its regulations?

:

Answer.

Please see response to 8(a).

,

o

_ _ _ ___. -- -__
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Question 8.(dl. In order to impose a new regulatory requirement that is not
necessary to provide adequate protection to the public
health and safety, the NRC must perform'a backfit analysis
to determine whether the costs of the new requirement would
outweigh the benefits. To what extent and under which

'

circumstances does the NRC perform a similar backfit
analysis when it is considering deleting an existing
regulatory requirement or amending a license condition that
is not necessary to provide adequate protection to the
public health and safety?

|
Answer.

|
The staff does not perform a backfit analysis when it is considering deleting :

an existing regulatory requirement or amending a license condition that is not
necessary to provide adequate protection to the public health and safety.

,

Relaxations in requirements are not considered backfits and thus are not '

subject to the backfit rule. J

However, all changes to previously established regulatory requirements or !
positions, including relaxations, as well as all new generic requirements or
staff positions to be imposed on licensees, must currently receive the
approval of the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). The
Commission established the CRGR in June 1982.

i

,
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Question 9. In the Statement of Considerations accompanying the final..

promulgation of 10 CFR 50.91, the Commission stated as
follows:

"The Commission does not automatically consider exemption
requests as license amendments. Most are not amendments.
If an exemption to the regulations for a particular facility !
also entails or requires an amendment to the facility ;

'
license, the amendment would be processed as a license
amendment under the 'Sholly' regulations and the !

requirements of the regulations could not be avoided simply
because an exemption is also involved."

In light of the N0ED policy, is the last sentence of this i

statement no longer accurate? :

i

Answer. ;

i

The accuracy of the last sentence of the statement is not affected by the N0ED
policy.

;

i
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Question 10. .. In general, please explain the process for considering a
license amendment under emergency or exigent circumstances
(10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) and (6)). Also, as part of your answer,
please include an explanation in particular of:

(a) How a no significant hazards consideration is made;
(b) How the NRC's final decision on safety is made;
(c) The documentation required of the licensee;
(d) The documentation required of the NRC staff; and
(e) The type of notice provided to members of the public

or the states.
(f) Can license amendments ever be granted orally?

Answer.

When a licensee requests a license amendment under the provisions of 10 CFR
50.91(a)(5) or (6), an initial discussion between the licensee and the NRC
staff typically precedes the formal submittal of the written request. This
discussion alerts the staff to the need for prompt attention to the impending
amendment request, and initiates the staff's consideration of the safety
issues involved and two procedural questions: (1) Does the request meet the
Commission's criteria for consideration as an emergency or exigent amendment
request? and, (2) Does the request involve a r.o significant hazards
consideration? If, in the course of this discission, the staff determines
that the answer to either question is clearly no, the licensee would be
unlikely to submit a written request for an emergency or exigent amendment.
Such a request would be treated as a routine amendment request involving a
significant hazards consideration, and in either case, the staff would not
approve the amendment prior to the publication of the appropriate Federal
Reaister notice and the expiration of the 30-day comment period. For this
reason, the written requests for emergency or exigent amendments submitted to
the staff include adequate justification for tne emergency or exigent
circumstances and a thorough no significant hazards consideration evaluation.

When the written request for an emergency or exigent license amendment is
received by the staff, the request is promptly reviewed to confirm that it

'

meets the criteria of 50.91(a)(5) or (6). For emergency amendment requests,
the Commission must find that failure to act in a timely way would result in
derating or shutdown of a nuclear power plant, or in prevention of either
resumption of operation or of increase in power output up to the plant's
licensed power level. For exigent requests, the licensee must justify the
circumstances that do not permit the normal 30-day notice period prior to
approval of the request. In either case, the licensee must describe the
reasons for the emergency or exigent circumstances and why it could not be i

avoided.

The assigned Project Manager (PM) in the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor i

Regulation is the primary person responsible for determining that the licensee |

adequately justifies both the emergency or exigent circumstances and the
timeliness of the amendment request. In making these determinations, the PM
consults with several other NRC staff, including his management in the NRR
Projects organization. NRC resident inspectors, who are stationed at the
site, provide first-hand verification of plant conditions, and an awareness of
the circumstances leading up to the request and options available to the
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licensee. Regional inspection staff and NRR technical staff provide detailed
insights into the technical problems confronting the licensee, and may also
suggest other technical solutions. Other NRR Projects staff and the
Commission's legal staff in the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) advise the
PM of precedents and practice to assure consistency in our determinations.

(a) If it is determined that the criteria for consideration as an emergency
or exigent amendment request are met, the PM will review the licensee's no
significant hazards consideration (NSHC) analysis and will consult with many
of the same staff identified above. The PM will evaluate the licensee's
analysis against the three criteria of 10 CFR 50.92(c). Guidance available to
the staff in making the determination includes the examples of types of
amendments likely and not likely to involve a significant hazards
consideration, as published in the Federal Reaister (51 FR 7750), and records
of previous NSHC decerminations made by the staff. In applying the three '

criteria of 10 CFR 50.92(c), the PM will review the relevant portions of the
licensing basis documents for the facility, including the licensee's Final
Safety Analysis Report and the NRC Safety Evaluation Report. Following his or
her review, the PM may conclude that the licensee's NSHC analysis is
acceptable, or that the licensee's analysis is incomplete, that the request
involves an NSHC, or that the request involves a significant hazards
consideration. For exigent amendment requests, notice of the staff's proposed
NSHC determination is provided, as discussed in item (e) below. This proposed
NSHC determination is concurred in by the NRR PM's supervisor, at a minimum.
For both emergency and exigent amendments, the staff makes a final NSHC
determination, which is documented in the safety evaluation accompanying the
amendment. This final NSHC determination is also reviewed by OGC and the
responsible NRR technical manager as part of the amendment package.

(b) The NRC's final decision on safety is made in the same way for all
amendment requests and represents a consensus of staff views reached through a
similar process of consultations to that described above. In cases of
emergency or exigent amendments, the time frame in which the staff's safety
evaluation is formulated is shorter than for routine amendments; however,
emergency and exigent amendments will typically receive a higher level of NRC
management review. NRR technical staff, or in some cases, the PM, will draft
the written safety evaluation to support the amendment. The safety evaluation
will describe the staff's technical basis for approving the amendment, after
considering the information provided by the licensee, as evaluated for
conformance with NRC regulations, guidance and current staff positions. The
written safety evaluation will receive the concurrence of the responsible NRR
Projects and technical management and be reviewed by 0GC, prior to the
issuance of the amendment.

(c) The documentation required of the licensee for emergency or exigent
amendment requests is essentially the same as that provided for routine
amendment requests, with the additional requirements for discussions of the
reasons for the emergency or exigent circumstances and why the situation could
not have been avoided. All amendment requests contain the licensee's analysis
of the NSHC determination, a description of the amendment requested, a
supporting safety analysis, an environmental assessment and the proposed
changes to the license or including Technical Specifications.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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(d) The documentation required of the NRC staff for emergency or exigent
amendments is generally the same as for routine amendments, with the
additional requirements for the staff to document the bases for the emergency '

or exigent circumstances and for the final NSHC determination in the safety
evaluation accompanying the amendment. For exigent amendments, the staff must
address any comments received from the State or the public. As described in
item (e) below, the notice of issuance for an emergency amendment differs from
that for an exigent or routine amendment. >

(e) For emergency amendment requests involving NSHC, no prior notice of the
proposed action is given. The licensee sends a copy of the amendment request
containing the NSHC analysis to the State at the same time the request is
submitted to the NRC. The NRR PM makes a good-faith effort to contact the '

designated State official by telephone, to notify him of the NRC's intent to '

issue the emergency aniendment and of the staff's NSHC determination finding.
The staff's basis for the final NSHC determination is documented in the safety
evaluation accompanying the license amendment. For exigent amendment !

requests, the State receives a copy of the licensee's request and the NRC
either publishes a Federal Reaister notice with a shortened notice period
(typically 15 days) or issues a press release in local newspapers (in the
vicinity of the licensee's facility), seeking public comment on the staff's
proposed NSHC determination. As in the emergency case, the PM makes a good-
faith effort to contact the designated State official prior to issuance of the
amendment, and the staff's basis for its final NSHC determination is
documented in the safety evaluation accompanying the amendment. In addition,

for exigent amendments, any public or State comments received are also
addressed in the staff's safety evaluation. In both cases, a Federal Reaister
notice is published to notify the public of the issuance of the license
amendment. For emergency amendments, the notice is entitled, " Notice of
Issuance of Amendment to Facility Operating License, and Final Determination
of No Significant Hazards Consideration and Opportunity for a Hearing ;

(Emergency Circumstances)." Although the amendment is effective upon
issuance, any interested party may request a hearing after the fact. For an
exigent amendment, a standard " Notice of Issuance of Amendment to Facility
Operating License" is published, since some prior notice was provided either
in the Federal Reaister or local newspapers. A hearing may also be requested
after issuance of an exigent license amendment.

(f) License amendments cannot be granted orally, there must be a documented
record of the amendment at the time it is granted.

j
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Question 11.(.a). In what respect (s) are the "Sholly" emergen.., :ituations )procedures (10 CFR 50.91(a)(5)) too lengthy or impractical
for issuance of a license amendment when the NRC
contemplates a NRR-issued N0ED?

1

Answer. ]

NRR-issued N0EDs are issued in conjunction with the subsequent submittal and |staff review of a related emergency or exigent license amendment request, as !

described in the NRC Inspection Manual, "Part 9900: 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C,
Enforcement Discretion."

In considering a request for an N0ED, NRR senior managers focus heavily on
concern for the operational safety of the plant and on the assurance of public
health and safety. There are situations when a licensee, due to unforeseen
circumstances, may have only a matter of hours to restore systems or
components to a certain status, or else take prescribed actions in accordance
with its license and Technical Specification (TS) requirements. In the
majority of cases, these actions are necessary and appropriate.

In certain limited instances, it may be in the best interest of public health
and safety for the NRC and the licensee to consider alternatives to literal
compliance. These situations are discussed more fully in the Inspection
Manual guidance. The N0ED process is a vehicle for the NRC and licensees to
take prompt action in certain limited circumstances to avoid undesirable plant
impacts that could result from literal compliance with the license
requirements. An NRR-issued N0ED, with appropriate technical justification,
is intended to allow sufficient time for a licensee to prepare and submit a
written request for an emergency or exigent license amendment, and for the NRC
staff to review that amendment request, a process that typically requires
several days or even weeks. In contrast, the licensee and the NRC can
typically take action on an N0ED request in a matter of hours.

To further contrast the two processes, an N0ED tends to focus on the safety
considerations of plant operation under certain conditions for a brief
duration, and the implications of changing those conditions. An emergency
license amendment frequently focusses on a permanent change, or one of
relatively long duration. Therefore, the basis for issuing an N0ED may be
different from the basis for approving the associated emergency license
amendment. In cases where a licensee has sufficient notice of the need for an
emergency or exigent amendment, an N0ED is not necessary.

i
,
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Question ll.(b). In which respects do the N0ED procedures differ from the |
Iprocedures required under 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5)?

Answer.

Although there are similarities between the procedures, an N0E0 is not a
license amendment and therefore, the N0ED procedures are not required to i

l

conform with 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5). NRR-issued N0EDs must be issued and signed
by the responsible Assistant Director for Projects, who consults with the
responsible Regional Projects Division Director and the appropriate NRR
technical Division Director. Thus an N0ED requires a much higher level of
management review and consultation than that required for an emergency
amendment because the time available to review and approve the N0ED is
considerably condensed. However, 0GC does not concur in the issuing of N0EDs;
they do concur in emergency license amenoments. N0EDs may be requested and !

issued orally, promptly followed by the appropriate documents (within 24
hours), as specified in the Inspection Manual guidance; emergency license
amendments must be submitted and granted in writing.

All requests for the exercise of enforcement discretion must address the
following: 1) the Technical Specification or other license condition that ;

will be violated, 2) the circumstances surrounding the situation, including
the need for prompt action, 3) the safety basis for the request that
enforcement discretion be exercised, including an evaluation of the safety
significance and potential consequences of the proposed course of action, 4)

iany proposed compensatory measure (s), 5) the justification for the duration of
the regtest, 6) the basis for the licensee's conclusion that the request will
not be af potential detriment to the public health and safety and that a
significant safety hazard is not involved, 7) the basis for the licensee's
conclusion that the request will not involve adverse consequences to the
environment, 8) a statement that the request has been approved by the facility
organization that normally reviews safety issues (Plant Onsite Review !

Committee, or its equivalent), and 9) any other information the NRC staff |

deems necessary before making a decision to exercise enforcement discretion. l

Emergency amendment requests require a discussion of the emergency
circumstances, the TS to be changed, a safety analysis, an NSHC determination, i

and an environmental assessment; in these areas they are similar to N0ED !

requests. However, amendment requests do not address compensatory measures, |
duration of noncompliance, or other aspects unique to the exercise of
enforcement discretion. The regulations regarding an emergency amendment also
specify that the NRC will attempt to telephone the designated State official
prior to issuance of the amendment. The State is not notified in advance when
the NRC issues an N0ED. |

,
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Question 11.(c). In which respects do the documentation requirements differ?

Answer.

As stated in the response to 11.(b), N0EDs are not license amendments,
l therefore the documentation requirements are not the same. There are no
I requirements for public noticing of the issuance of N0EDs, unlike those

discussed for emergency amendments in the response to Question 10. However,
all requests for N0EDs and their subsequent disposition by the NRC are
documented and made publicly available. The NRC does not make a formal NSHC

! determination for N0EDs per se (although a finding of minimum or no safety
impact is made), but would make such a determination for the associated
emergency license amendment. All of the items identified in the response to
(b) above would be documented in the written N0ED request.

!

|

.
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Question 12... Pursuant to section 189, the NRC's regulations prohibit use
of the " emergency situation" exception to the Sholly
procedures if the licensee is responsible for the emergency.
The N0ED policy does not contain such an explicit |
restriction. |

1

(a) Can or will the NRC grant a N0ED if the licensee is i

responsible for the emergency? :

Answer.
,

The NRC may conclude it is appropriate to issue a notice of enforcement
,

discretion if the licensee is responsible for the emergency, provided that the :

licensee has not purposefully created the need for an exercise of enforcement ;

discretion. However, as stated in the NRC Inspection Manual, "In accordance i
with the Enforcement Policy, enforcement action will normally be taken for the
root causes, to the extent violations were involved, that led to the reason
for the request for the exercise of enforcement discretion."

i

.
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Question 12.(b.). If not, then why is this not as explicit in the policy as in i

the regulation? If the NRC's policy does not preclude the
grant of a N0ED if the licensee is responsible for the
emergency, then is the N0ED policy consistent with the NRC's
Sholly procedures?

Answer.

The N0ED policy is consistent with 10 CFR 50.91, although there is no legal
requirement that it be so. The NRC policy precludes the issuance of a N0ED if
the licensee purposefully creates the need for emergency action by the NRC.
10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) states, "It (the Commission) will decline to dispense with .

notice and comment on the determination of no significant hazards
consideration if it determines that the licensee has abused the emergency
provision by failing to make timely application for the amendment and thus
itself creating the emergency." Similarly, the NRC Inspection Manual on N0EDs
states, "provided that the licensee has not abused the emergency provisions of
10 CFR 50.91 by failing to apply for an amendment in a timely manner, it is
appropriate that the NRC have a procedure for expeditious notice to a licensee
of NRC's intentions to exercise enforcement discretion under limited
circumstances." In both the regulations and the N0ED Inspection Manual |

Chapter, the licensee is required to provide the staff with the circumstances
surrounding the situation for staff evaluation.

|

|
l
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Question 13. _ The N0ED policy allows the NRC to grant oral N0EDs upon oral
statements by NRC licensees, with either the NRC's decision
or the licensee's request to be followed by written
documentation.

(a) What type of safety analysis is prepared when
information is communicated orally?

Answer.

The licensee's request for enforcement discretion must include a discussion of
the following:

(1) The TS or other license conditions that will be violated.
(2) The circumstances surrounding the situation, including the need for

prompt action.
(3) The safety basis for the request that enforcement discretion be

exercised, including an evaluation of the safety significance and
potential consequences of the proposed course of action.

(4) Any proposed compensatory measure (s).
(5) The justification for the duration of the noncompliance.
(6) The basis for the license's conclusion that the noncompliance will not

be of potential detriment to the public health and safety and that a
significant safety hazard is not involved.

(7) The basis for the license's conclusion that the noncompliance will not
involve adverse consequences to the environment.

(8) A statement that the request has been approved by the facility
organization that normally reviews safety issues (Plant Onsite Review
Committee, or its equivalent).

(9) Any other information the NRC staff deems necessary before making a
decision to exercise enforcement discretion.

>

'|
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Question 13.(b). How does the NRC enforce its requirements regarding the iaccuracy of information when the information is communicated
orally?

Answer. |

The NRC enforces its requirements regarding the accuracy of information in the
same way regardless if the information is communicated orally or in writing. t

10 CFR 50.9, Completeness and accuracy of information, provides the legal
requirements for licensees to adhere to with regard to information supplied to
the Commission.

.

t

However, it should be noted that the NRC Inspection Manual requires a
licensee's oral request to be followed promptly by written documentation,
usually within 24 hours, addressing the criteria listed in response to
Question 13(a) above.

<

E
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Question 13.(.c). Part IX of the NRC's enforcement policy provides the NRC's
policies for taking enforcement action for inaccurate oral
statements. The policy states that "The Commission
recognizes that oral information may in some situations be
inherently less reliable than written submittals because of
the absence of an opportunity for reflection and management
review."

There are two recent examples in which the NRC allowed the
startup of nuclear power plants based upon incomplete or ,

inaccurate oral information material to the startup
decision. (Turkey Point, 1992; Vogtle, 1990).

If there is sufficient time for the NRC to either prepare or
review a written analysis of the proposed violation of a-
license condition, then is it appropriate for the Commission
to be relying on information which may be " inherently less
reliable" to allow operation in violation of license
conditions or technical specifications?

''

Answer.

In the case of a licensee's request for the exercise of enforcement
discretion, there are a number of mitigating factors which reduce the concern ,

of relying on oral information for determining appropriate action. These
factors include:

(1) the NRC resident staff at the site may be usid in monitoring the
license's actions and activities,

(2) the requirement that the information provided by the licensee has been
approved by the facility organization that normally reviews safety
issues (this group is required to consist of senior, experienced utility
managers with diverse backgrounds),

(3) the requirement that only senior level headquarters and regional
management, working in concert, and interacting with senior licensee
management, have authority to determine whether the exercise of
enforcement discretion is warranted.

.

.
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Question 14. _. The N0ED policy provides that "In each case where the NRC
staff has decided to exercise its enforcement discretion, |
enforcement action will normally be taken for the root |

causes, to the extent violations were involved, that led to I

the noncompliance at issue." ;

Please explain how this policy works. Does a N0E0 excuse |
'compliance from the underlying TS or license condition, or

does it just excuse compliance from the requirement that the
reactor be shut down if the underlying TS or license
condition is not satisfied? For example, assume that there
is a requirement which provides that if certain equipment is
not operable within x hours following the commencement of
maintenance on that equipment, then the plant must be shut
down. If the NRC were to decide to issue a N0ED to allow
x+3 hours to return the equipment to operability, would the
NRC then issue a notice of violation for failure to return
the equipment to operability within x hours, or would non-
enforcement of this requirement also fall within the N0ED
(in addition to the non-enforcement of the requirement to
shut down)?

Answer.

The N0ED is a notice of intent to exercise of discretion not to enforce
compliance with the underlying technical specifications and/or license
conditions that are applicable in the situation. A N0ED does not excuse
compliance with the license. A license violation will occur because a N0ED
does not change the condition of operation. Typically, the N0ED would apply
to matters such as noncompliance with a surveillance interval in a technical
specification, noncompliance with an element specified in a limiting condition
for operation and noncompliance with the applicable action statement. In the
example set forth in Question 14, the NRC would not issue a notice of
violation for either (1) the " failure to return the equipment to operability
within x hours" or (2) the licensee's not shutting down when the equipment in
question was "not operable within x hours following the commencement of
maintenance on that equipment."

The NRC would consider taking enforcement action for any root cause violation
that led to the situation that warranted the exercise of enforcement
discretion. For example, if the need for the N0ED in the example in Question
14 arose because the licensee violated a requirement for maintenance of the
equipment in question, followup enforcement action would be considered for
that root cause violation.

1
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Question 15.(A). Why did the NRC stop issuing " temporary waivers of ;

compliance" and instead begin to issue N0EDs? ;

(b). What is the difference between the two? :
,

Answer.
,

(a). Although it too was intended to be simply an exercise of enforcement
discretion, a " temporary waiver of compliance" (TWOC) as it was being used ,

could arguably be viewed as aoorovino operation in a manner not in conformance |with the existing license.

An N0ED, like the earlier TWOC, does not aoorove plant operation in a manner
not in conformance with the existing license, but more clearly than the TWOC >

reflects the NRC's determination to exercise discretion not to enforce
compliance with a binding requirement.

i

The Commission stopped issuing temporary waivers of compliance and began
issuing N0ED's to eliminate possible criticism that licenses were being
amended in noncompliance with Section 189.

(b). The difference is a subtle but legally significant one that was ;

recognized by the court in UCS v. NRC. (Cited in the answer to Question No.
5). Rather than arguably stripping itself of prosecutorial discretion by :
arguably aoorovino the prospective violation of the license with a " temporary -!
waiver of compliance," the NRC now, in a N0ED, merely states its intent to
exercise its discretion not to enforce compliance with the license.

Enforcement action may be taken for any violations that led to the situation ;

that warranted the exercise of enforcement discretion. In addition, unless
the licensee strictly adheres to the terms on which enforcement discretion is j
being exercised during the period that the N0ED is in effect, enforcement i

action also may be taken for the violations of the license that will occur
even though enforcement discretion is being exercised, because a N0ED does not
immunize the licensee from appropriate sanctions.

|

|
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Question 16.(A). Please provide a list of all N0EDs issued since September, .

1989, (please include all " temporary waivers of compliance"
issued during this period).

Answer. :

The requested list is attached and includes both temporary waivers of
compliance as well as N0EDs. A total of 330 were granted, 8 were denied, and'
36 were withdrawn or not needed. While we believe the list is accurate, time

,

constraints have prevented a confirmation check. ~ I
!
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Question 16.(h). Which involved plant startups?

Answer.

The list indicates which N0EDs involved plant startups.

|
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04/28/94
TENPORARY WAIVERS Of CopFLIANCE/ g ggg

NOTICES Of ENFORCEMENT DISCREll0N

)A lb

PLANT (S) TITLE DATE Of Acil0N DATE OF f

REQUEST SIATUS 57 ACil0N STARIUP

1 SALEM 1/2 PER$0NufL euALiflCATIONS 08/29/89 G NRR 09/01/89

2 BEAVER VALLEY 2 DIESEL FUEL lleutl1Y LEVEL 09/28/89 G WRR 09/29/89

3 occufE 2/3 LEAK RATE Test |NG 09/29/89 G NRR 10/05/89

4 SALEM 1/2 RV NEAD Wuf SYSTEM 10/04/89 G INTR 10/11/89 -

5 $URRY 1 PRESSURIZER SAfETT VALWS 10/23/89 G REGION 10/2T/89

6 ZION 1/2 EDG Rotst AIR luiAKE DAMPER OPER 10/25/89 G NRR 10/27/89
,

T VERMONI YANREE IMOPERAGLE UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER 11/09/89 G WRR 11/09/89

8 euAD C111ES 1 REACIOR NEAD SPRAY CONI ISO VALVES 11/16/89 G WAR 11/20/89

9 Zlom 2 0 EDG OPERA 88LITT 11/28/89 G REGION 11/29/89

10 flTZPATRICK lePCI iSL MIGN ILOW INSTRUMENT 02/11/89 G NRR 12/11/89

-11 WMP 2 ILDG fuel Oil STAstLlit TESTING 01/03/90 G REGION 01/04/90

12 SALEM 2 ItAX CENTRIFUGAL PUMP FLOW RATE 01/04/90 G NRR 01/04/90

13 PALO VERDE 2 M0vastE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES 12/29/89 G WAR 01/05/90

14 CALLAWAY MOVASLE CONTROL ASSEISLIES 02/02/90 G terr 02/06/90

15 CATAWBA 2 Llfi SETillIG Of MSL SAfETT VALVES 02/05/90 G REGloW 02/06/90

16 PILGRIM INSTRUMENT LINE EXCESS FLOW CV 02/09/90 G REGION 02/13/90

17 3RUNSWICE 1/2 TS INTERPRETAil0NS 02/02/90 G terr 02/14/90

18 PEACN tolicM 2 FAILED CIRCULI IN ADS 02/14/90 G NRR 02/14/90

19 PILGRIM EXCESS FLOW CNECK VALVES (DENIED) 02/09/90 W 02/16/90

20 IIATCM 1 Ridt SNUTDOWN COOLING 02/22/90 G REGION 02/22/90

21 BANCNO SECO USAR REeulREMENTS 10/12/89 G terr 02/26/90

22 RANCNO SECO APPENDIN J REeulREIENTS 10/20/89 G alRR 02/26/90

23 Il0N 1/2 EDG CPERASILITY 03/02/90 G REGION 03/06/90 YES

24 BROWNS FERRY 2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT & SGTS 03/06/90 G NRR 03/08/90 TES

25 SNOREllAM SCNEDULAR REeMIS OF 50.71 12/05/89 G terr 03/09/90

26 ilutEE MILE ISLANO 1 RELIEF FROM E00Y CURRENT TESTING 03/09/90 G NRR 03/14/90 et
'I

27 SHORENAM PRlWARY CONT LEAK RATE TESTING 12/08/89 G WAR 03/16/90

28 SURRY 1 NEtli VACUUM Pt94P OPERAtiLIIY 03/19/90 G REGION 03/19/90 l.
*

''

29 ARKANSAS 1/2 REPAIRS 10 CONIAINMENT ISO VLVS 03/19/90 G REGION 03/20/90

ONSilE POWER DISIRIBuil0N 03/17/90 G NRR 03/21/90 ,

30 REAVERVALLjf1
E gi
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! Page No. 2

f 04/28/94
TEMPORARY WAIVERS OF COMPLIANCE /

.

t

NoitCLS OF ENFORCE 8ENT DISCREil0N
i

|

PLANT (S) TITLE DATE OF ACil0N DATE OF .'

REeuEST STATUS RY Acil0N STARIUP

31 WOGILE 1 OPERARILITY OF AC PCWER SOURCES 03/22/90 G REGION 03/23/90 YES

32 PALO VERDE 3 FEEDWATER CONTAINNENT VLV REPAlt 03/22/90 G REGION 03/26/90
j

33 CRTSTAL RIVER 3 DNR CAPARILITY 03/23/90 G NRR 03/26/90

34 SEeuGTAN 1 SOURCE RANGE NUCLEAR INSI CNANNELS 03/25/90 G NRR 03/27/90'

35 SALEN 2 MSIV TES11NG 03/29/90 G REGION 03/30/90

36 PILGRIN AMut UPSCALE TRIP 03/30/90 G NRR 04/02/90
.

37 MILLSTONE 3 REPAlt OF FIRE NEADER/ PLANT RESTART 04/01/90 G NRR 04/G2/90

38 SuseuENANNA 1/2 TEsilNG OF EDG 04/02/90 G NRR 04/04/90

39 SALEM 1 MSiv CLOEURE TifE 04/04/90 G IIRR 04/05/90

40 RANCND SECO ISI EXAMIN4ileNS 11/02/89 G NRR 04/06/90

41 PolNT REACM 1/2 FUEL OIL AVAILAtlLITY 04/10/90 G REGION 04/13/90

42 TROJAN CONTROL ROON WENTALAil0N 04/22/90 G NRR 04/25/90

43 CALVERT CLIFFS 1/2 USE OF DEGRADES SALT WATER SYSTEM 05/05/90 G REGlou 05/09/90
I

44 RANCNO SECO LTOP REeulRESENTS 04/12/90 G NRR 05/14/90

45 TURKEY PolNT 4 REPAIR OF ICW PERIP 05/15/90 G REGION 05/16/90

46 NILLSTONE 1 REPAIRS TO GAS TURR GEIIERATOR 05/18/90 G REGION 05/21/90 |

47 euAD CIllES 1 IEsilWG OF CCIITABINENT PATNWAYS 95/19/90 G NRR 05/22/90
'

48 WOGTLE 1/2 EDG NIGN JACK WATER TEMP TRIP 05/25/90 G NRR 05/25/90
4

49 DIARLO CAlifell 1 RCP UV RX TRIP INSTRESENTAil0N 06/01/90 G REGION 06/07/90

50 V0 GILE 1/2 $URV TEsilu 0F ESFAS 06/06/90 G REGION 06/0T/90

51 REAWER VALLEY 2 CONTAltuqENT VALVE STROKE TIIES 06/06/90 G NRR 06/08/90

52 PALISADES PZR NEATER CAPACITY 06/11/90 G REGION 06/13/90
!

53 SNORENAM ouARTERLY DRILLS 05/30/90 G NRR 06/19/90

54 AlWER REND $UPPRES$10N POOL TEIN'ERAluRE 06/22/90 N 06/22/90
'

55 VERft0NT VAIIKEE POST ACCIDENT MoellTORING 06/15/90 G ssRR 06/26/90

56 CLINTON EDG OPERAtlLIIV 06/22/90 G REGION 06/26/90

57 WNP 2 EDG INSPECil0N AND TESTIIIG 06/26/90 s REGION 06/28/90

58 TURKEY PolNT 4 ENERGEleCY ColliAllINENT COOLING SYS 07/05/90 G REGION 07/06/90

59 WNP 2 EMANINAil0N OF EDG 07/11/90 G REGION 07/16/90

60 MILLSTONE 1. EDG ll40P FOR REPAIR OT/16/90 G REGION 07/19/90
,

i :
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Pese No. 3

04/28/94
TEMPORARY WAIVERS of CONPLI ANCE/

!

NollCES Of ENf 0RCEMENT DISCRETION

*

PLAsfT($) TITLE DATE of Acil0N DATE Of .

REQUESI STATUS RY ACitou STAtiUP

61 IllLLSTONE 3 SuP LEM COLLECTION AND RELEASE SYS OT/20/90 G NRR 07/23/90

62 DRESDEN 2/3 PAINWAV LEAK RATE TESil#G 07/20/90 G NRR 07/24/90

63 NORTM ANNA 1/2 MSPONSE Tite TESTING ENTENSION 07/20/90 G NRR 07/25/90

64 raunaanras pgAg 1 MpAIR AIIB IEST of Colli leStauuENTS OT/24/90 G REGION 07/25/90- YES

65 NAesese NECK AfW OPERASILITV/ Plasti STARTUP 07/26/90 G isRR OT/2T/90

66 PALO VERDE 3 SERvlCE Of FW COIITAllINENT VLWS 07/2T/90 G REGlost 07/27/90

67 SuSeuEleanusA 1/2 AC Potat SOURCE OPERASILl1T OT/27/90 G REGlou 07/2T/90

68 NOPE CREEK UNIT staff euhLiflCATIONS GT/1T/90 G NRR OE/0T/90 ;

69 ARKANSAS 1 REPAIRS 10 SLOCKouf 08/11/90 G REGlou 08/13/90

TO SNORElease PLAssi SERVICE We.IER 08/10/90 G NRR 06/16/90

73 NOPE CREEK EDG FUEL OIL TESilleG 08/24/90 G REGION 06/24/90

72 IsA00AM IIECK AfW OPERASILITIT REeulRESENTS 08/24/90 G NRR 08/30/90

73 SuSdWENAaNIA 1/2 ENTENSION of EDG OPERAtlLITV 09/01/90 G REGION 09/04/90

74 IIILLSTONE 1 CONTAIINEENT SPRAY l#TERLOCK 09/11/90 G NRR 09/12/90

75 SuRRY 2 ENEIEPfl0N FROM 10CFR LLRT 09/14/90 G NRR 09/18/90

76 SALEN 2 CGIITABINENT FAII Coll UIIIT 99/1T/90 G REGlou 09/18/90

TT NINE fille P0lWT 1/2 A0ftl#STRATIVE CONTROLS 99/21/90 G NRR 09/28/90

73 NARRIS auk FEEttaATER SURV REeutREIENT 09/2T/90 G IIRR 09/28/90

79 TURKEY PoleT 3 MPalRS TO RORIC ACID ISO VLV 09/2T/90 G REGION 09/28/90

80 IIAINE VAIIKEE FEE 94anTER TRIP SYSTE81 10/03/90 G NRR 10/04/90

g) VDETLE 1 CS ISOLATION WALVE 10/03/90 G REGION- 10/04/90

52 C * CREEK SAFETV auk C00LIIIS SYSTEN 09/28/90 G REGIGII 10/05/90

8' JM9,01s CONTIIIUED EFFLUENT MLEASES 10/05/90 G NRR 13/09/90'

84 utuseEE 3 S$f IESTIIIG 10/09/90 G REGION 10/12/90

85 V0 GILE 2 ECCS FLOW 9EASUREMENT 10/15/90 G REGION 10/16/90

86 REAVER VALLEY 1 COIIIAINIIENT RECIRC EPRAV SYSTEMS 10/18/90 G NRR 10/19/90 ,

87 seAlesE VAssEEE LIMli SWITCM e4 10/19/90 G REG 10st 10/22/90
I

sa suSeUEleAINeA 2 PRifeARY CONIAIINeENT ISOLAllott VLVS 10/24/90 G ' NRR 10/24/90

39 es0RIN AmesA 2 CORE SURVEILLAesCE REPORI 10/04/91 G IsRR 10/26/90 TES

90 SURRY 2 INSPECT 10el Of SERVICE WATER leEADER 10/27/90 G REGION 10/29/90

. . _. - . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ . .- -_ . _. __ __ _
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PeWe No. 4

04/28/94
TEfroRARY WAIVERS OF C M LIANCE/

N0ilCES OF Euf0RCEMENT DISCRETRON

PLANI (S) TITLE DATE OF ACTION DATE OF .'

REeuEST STAiuS AT ACil0N STARIuP

91 WP 2 AC SOURCES 10/30/90 G REGION 10/30/90

92 SURRY 2 CLEAulWG SERVICE WIER NEADER 10/30/90 G REGlou 10/31/90

93 RIG ROCK POINT CONTROL RCD ORIVE REMOVAL 11/05/90 G REGION 11/06/90,

94 flIZPATRICK REACTOR COOLANT SAMPLE LINE 11/02/90 G REGION 11/07/90'

95 REAVER VALLEY 2 IWGP STEAft AuMfEED PtsqP 11/19/90 G REGION 11/19/90

% ST LUCIE 2- COMPONENT COOLING W TER SYSTEMS 11/23/90 G REGION 11/26/90
,

97 SOUTN TEMAS 2 ENTEND SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL 11/19/90 G NRR 11/29/90 |

96 SuseuENANNA 1/2 SURVEILLANCE RERutREMENTS 11/29/90 D 11/30/90 !

|
99 NINE MILE POINT 1 SuRVEILAasCE TE$ilNG OF RTS 12/04/90 G NRR 12/04/90

| 100 RIVER REND ACIC SYSTEM IN0PERASLE 12/04/90 G REGION 12/05/90

| 101 SOUIN IEMAS 2 TuteINE DRIVEN AF PW OWERSPEED 12/05/90 N 12/10/90

102 RlWER REND DRTidELL AIRLOCKS 12/12/90 G REGION 12/13/90

103 V0GTLE 1/2 NEATER CAPACITY VERiflCAT10N 12/13/90 G WAR 12/IT/90

104 WTERFORD TuRRlWE OWERSPEED PROTEclion 12/24/90 G kEGION 12/26/90

105 RANCNG SECO RAD GAS EFFLUENT MoulIORlWG STS 03/26/90 G NRA 01/03/91

| 106 SouiN TENAS 1 RAD MoulTORING INSTRupENTAll0N 01/07/91 G REGION 01/08/91

107 WOLF CREEK ES(AS CONT PREStuRE CNANNELS 01/23/91 G REGION 01/24/91

108 REAVER WALLEY 1 CONT STRUCTURAL INTESRITT TS suRV 01/25/91 G NRR 01/25/91

109 enmamens PEAK 1 IST WIVER REeuESI 01/26/91 G NRR 01/28/91

110 FITZPATRICK IDLE RECIRC LOOP START-UP 01/31/91 0 01/31/91

til ZION 1/2 APP J TYPE C TESTING 01/29/91 G NRR 02/01/91

112 TROJAN INCORRECT SIZE SAFETY VALVE ORIFICE 02/St/91 G NRR 02/05/91

113 CALVERT CLIFFS 1 REeutREMENTS FOR CEA 02/06/91 G NRR 02/06/91 TES

114 SAN ON0fRE 2/3 RPS INSTRuM. AND ESTAS INSTRuM. 02/06/91 G REGION 02/11/91

115 TROJAN CONTINut0 OPS v/0 ftuK MAPPING 02/14/91 G REcl0N 02/27/91

| 116 WOLF CREEK ESFAS CONT PRESSURE CNANNELS 02/22/91 G NRR 02/27/91

117 CATAWRA 1/2 CONTROL Rotm VENilLAll0N OPER. 02/26/91 G WAR 02/27/91

118 MILLSTONE 1 CONIAINNENT COOLING SYSTEM 02/26/91 G REGION 02/27/91

119 HADDAM NECK TESilWG Of RM IRIP RREAEERS 02/28/91 G WRR 03/01/91

120 f lIZPAIR ECJC IEMPERAiuRE Diff IN RCS 01/31/91 W 03/13/91

\,
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Page No. 5

04/28/94
TEW ORARY WAIVERS OF COMPLIANCE /

N0ilCES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCREil0N

PLAMI(5) illLE DATE OF ACilON DATE OF

REQUEST STAIUS RY ACil0N SIARIUP

121 ZION 1/2 APP J LEAK TESTING REeulREMENTS 03/09/91 G NRR 03/13/91

122 WATERFORD MAIN STEAM SAFETIES SEIPOINI 03/14/91 G REGION 03/1$/91

123 ZION 1/2 "0" EDG FAILURE 03/22/91 G REGION 03/25/91

124 PALO VERDE 3 TASLE 3.4 3 LCO FOR C00LD0hAI RATE 03/25/91 G NRR 03/2T/91

125 PILGRIM 24 NouR SillGLE LOOP OPERAllON 03/26/91 G REGION 03/27/91

126 C00K 1 VALW LEAK IN CWCS 03/28/91 W 03/28/91-

12T RRuusulCK 1/2 EDG REPAIRS 03/28/91 0 04/08/91

128 MILLSIONE 3 NVDROGEN REContlNER 04/05/91 G NRR 04/09/91

129 CALVERI CLIFFS 2 CONTAINMENT PURGE ISOLATION WALVES 04/06/91 G REGION 04/09/91

130 ARKANSAS 2 CEA OPERA 81Llif 04/09/91 N 04/09/91

131 ARKANSAS 2 CONI. PURGE l AOLAil0N VALVES 04/05/91 G NRR 04/10/91
|

132 SAN ON0fRE 1 CONTROL AND $NUTDohRl RCD MisALIGN 04/1T/91 G REGION 04/1T/91

133 PALO VERDE 3 ESSENTIAL $MtAY POND SYSTEM IMOP 04/19/91 G REGlou 04/22/91 YES

| 134 FITZPATRICK APRN INST. FUNCitonAL TEST FREE 04/23/91 G REGION 04/23/91

| 135 NINE MILE PolNT 2 IN0PERA8LE CONT. PURGE VALVE 04/24/91 G NRR 04/26/91

136 auRe CITIES 1/2 RCIC CONTROLLER IMOPERASLE 04/26/91 0 05/09/91

137 RRuusWICK 1/2 RWEU DIFFERENTIAL FLOW SETPOINT 04/26/91 N 05/10/91

138 PRAIRIE ISLAse 1/2 FAILURE OF 2 NEAT TRACING CIRCulis 05/09/91 D 05/10/91

139 REAVER WALLET 1 source RAllGE NEUIRON FLUM MONITOR 05/14/91 G REGION 05/21/91

140 FARLET 1 MAIN STEAM LillE ISOLAll0N VALVE 05/17/91 G NRR 05/21/98

141 punNE ARNOLD EMERC15E OF M58V 05/24/91 G NRR 05/24/91

142 SNORENAM CERTIFIED PLANT SIltiLATOR 06/05/90 G NRR 06/05/91

143 TURKEY POINT 3 CRANE TRAVEL - $ PENT FUEL AREA 06/07/91 G REGION 06/11/91

144 PALO VERDE 1 SPRAY CHEMICAL AD0lil0N PUMPS 06/13/91 G REGloW 06/14/91

145 MADOAM NECK FEEDWATER 180LATION SYSTEM 06/20/91 G WRR 06/21/91

146 TROJAN CNLORINE DETECTION SYSTEM 06/18/91 G NRR 06/24/91 IES

147 CALLAWAY ECCS OPERARILITY 06/28/91 G REGION 06/28/91

148 WNP 2 EFFLUENT MOWiiORING INSTRUMENTAil0N 07/01/91 0 07/01/91

149 V0 GILE 1/2 PZ PRES $URE INJECil0N SEIPOINI OT/05/91 G REGION 0T/08/91

150 COOPER EMER RUSES LOSS OF VOLI AGE RELAYS OT/10/91 G NRR 07/11/91

.
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Page No. 6

04/28/94
TEMPORARY WAIVERS of COMPLI ANCE/

N0ilCES of Euf 0RCEMENT DISCREi!ON

|
|

PLANT (S) IITLE DATE of ACil0N DATE Of a

REQUEST STAiuS SY ACIION STARTUP

i

151 COOPER EMER suSES LOSS of VOLTAGE RELAY 07/10/91 G NRR 07/11/91

152 SuSeUENANNA 1/2 RWCU ISOLATION OT/08/91 G WRR 07/12/91

153 COOK 1/2 DIESEL GENERATOR OPERASILITY 07/18/91 G NRR 07/19/91,

154 cuaD CITIES 1/2 SECONDARY CONIAIMMENT 08/14/91 G REGION 08/14/91-

155 SAN ON0fRE 1 SI AND CONIAINMENT SPRAY 08/08/91 G NRR 08/15/91 VES

156 SALEM 1 CROSS Call 0 Rail 0N OF Tcold RTD 08/15/91 W 08/15/91
.

157 GRAND GULF 1 DIVISION 2 LOAD SNE00 LNG 08/16/91 G REGION 08/16/91

158 GRAND GULF 1 LOAD-SNEDDING & SEeuENCE PANEL TEST 08/16/91 G REGION 08/16/91

159 ARKANSAS 2 IMMovasLE CONTROL ELEMENT ASSENsLY 08/26/91 G REGION 08/2T/91

160 ARKANSAS 2 fuMCil0N of group 6 CEAs 08/26/91 G REGION 08/2T/91

161 SAN ON0fRE 1 St AND CONIAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEMS 08/27/91 G WAR 08/29/91 YES

162 AttANSAS 1 SEISMIC tuAL OF INST CA8INETS 08/29/91 G REGION 09/04/91

163 BRAIDWOOD 1 EDG OPERAil0NS 09/16/91 G REGION 09/17/91

164 CLINION STANDef EDG 18 09/06/91 N 09/18/91

165 RoelNSON ESF SURVEILLANCE TEST EMCEPil0N 09/18/91 G NRR 09/19/91

166 DRESDEN 2 SATTERY TESTING 10/01/91 D 10/01/91

167 CATAWBA 1/2 NYDROGEN MONITORS 10/02/91 G REGION 10/03/91

168 AREANSAS 2 CONIAlleEENT BUILDING POLAR CRANE 10/09/91 0 10/09/91

169 SAN ON0fRE 2 FULL FLold TEsilNG OF LPSI 10/09/91 G REGION 10/10/91

170 Steuof4N 1/2 DG FULL LOAS REJECT OWERVOLTAGE LIM 10/10/91 G NRR 10/11/91

171 SALEM 2 CNARCoat AsSOReER SANES 10/12/91 W 10/12/91

172 PolNT DEACM 1 NUCLEAR FLUE PouER RANGE, ET AL. 10/13/91 G NRR 10/1T/91

173 PitGRIM RCic SYSTEM 10/15/91 G NRR 10/22/91

174 SAN ONofRE 1/3 ISI Of RCP ILYWNEELS 10/25/91 4 REGION 10/28/91

175 TURKEY PolNT 3/4 AMIAL flue DIFFERENCE 10/29/91 G WAR 10/31/91

176 DRESDEN 2 REACTOR MODE SWITCM POSITION 10/31/91 G REGlou 11/04/91

177 CALLAWAY DG OPERASILITY TEsilNG 11/15/91 G WAR 11/18/91

178 3RAIDWOOD 1/2 EDG ESF BREAKER SURVEILLANCE 11/15/91 G WRR 11/19/91

179 BYRON 1/2 EDG ESF BREAKER SURVEILLANCE 11/15/91 G NRR 11/19/91

180 PEACM B0tt 3 fuel LOADlWG W/0 CONTROLS RODS IN 11/22/91 G WAR 11/25/91 YES

|
'
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Page No. 7

04/28/94
TEMPORARY WAIVERS OF CO WLIANCE/

NoitCES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCREil0N

PLANI (S) TITLE DATE OF ACil0N DATE OF

REQUEST STATUS BT ACitoW STARIUP

181 CRYSTAL AlVER 3 OUADRANT POER TILT 11/25/91 G REGION 11/26/91 YES

182 DEAVER VALLEY 1 EMIEle TIME TO TEST AUK FW PUMPS 11/2T/91 W 11/29/91

183 PALO VERDE 1 REPLACEMNT OF "S* BATTERY 11/25/91 G REGION 12/05/91

184 CRYSTAL RIVEg 3 ai - aT POWER TILT 12/05/91 G NRR 12/06/91 VES

185 FORT CAtuoun CONTAlasIENT SYSTEM 12/05/91 G REGION 12/09/91

186 CALLAmV IIODERATOR TEIN*ERATURE COEFFICIENT 12/06/91 G REGIGIl 12/09/91
.

18T DAVIS-DESSE EDG OPERABLE IN IIODES 1 - 4 12/06/91 G REGIDIl 12/10/91

188 NA00AM IIECK ZlRCALOV CLAS FUEL CONVERSICII 12/16/91 G NRR 12/19/91 YES

189 FIT 2 PATRICK FIRE BARRIER PEsIETRAil0Il SEALE 12/19/91 G NRR 12/19/91

190 CALVERT CLIFFS 1 Sli ISOLATICII VALVE POSITION 12/31/91 G sIRR 12/31/91

191 SGUIN TEXAS 1 ESSEIITIAL CNILLED WATER SYSTEM 01/01/92 N 01/01/92

192 WOLF CREEK RNR RELIEF VALVES 01/01/92 W 01/01/92

193 Sculd TEMAS 1 ESSENilAL COOLIIIG WATER 01/08/92 N 01/10/92

194 WMP 2 sISIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYS SURV 01/14/92 G NRR 01/1T/92

195 COOK 2 RMST BORost CONCENTRATI0Il 01/23/92 G REGlogi 01/24/92

196 FORT CALII0uu lenIER PAL DOOR SEAL FAILURE 01/29/92 G IIRR 01/31/92

197 SAII ONOFRE 2 AFW INETICII VALVES 01/30/92 G REGloll 01/31/92

196 PALISADES MSiv 80LEII019 WALVE Ee 02/06/92 G #EG1011 02/07/92

199 3001N TEMAS 1 1 RAIN 8 CalLLER DIFF P9ESS SWITCIIES 01/16/92 N 02/12/92

200 iljkKEY POINT 3 COIITAllelENT AIR LOCK IIITERLOCK 02/19/92 G REGICII 02/20/92

201 CALVERT CLIFFS 1 *WATERTIGNT DOORS 02/21/92 N 02/21/92

202 RROWNS FERRY 2 RIIR LOOP 1 VALVE LEAK 02/25/92 G REGIDIl 02/26/92

203 COOPER CAL. OF RM VESSEL LVL INSTRUMENT 03/01/92 N 03/01/92

204 Soulu TEMAS 1 ESSENilAL COOLING WATER 02/2T/92 G REGION 03/02/92

205 $URRY 1/2 STA110Il SERVICE TRANSFORIIERS 02/27/92 N 03/02/92

206 PILGalu SRO APPLICANT ELIGIBILITY 10/11/91 N 03/12/92

207 PALO VERDE 2 ONE ECCS SYSTEM IMOPERA8LE 03/13/92 G REGl0Il 03/16/92

208 WIIP 2 OPERA 81Llif 0F NYDROGEN RECOMBINER 03/03/92 G NRR 03/19/92

209 CATAWBA 1/2 CONTAIIIMENT SYSTEMS 03/18/92 G REG 10Il 03/20/92

210 LIMERICK 1 INVERIER COOLING F AN 03/13/92 G REGION 03/23/92

. .
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04/28/94
TEMPORARY WAIVERS OF COMPLIANCE /

N0ilCES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCREil0N

PLAMi(S) ilILE DATE of ACTION DATE Of /

REQUEST STATUS ST ACIloN STARIUP

211 CAiAusA 1/2 CONTAINMENT HATCNES 03/24/92 G REGION 03/24/92

212 SOUTM TEXAS 2 ESSENil AL COOLING WATER 03/04/92 N 04/03/92

213 PILGRIM RV WATER LEVEL INSTRLMENTAil0N 04/07/92 G REGION 04/08/92 YES

214 SAN ON0fRE 2 CONTAINMENT AIRLOCK NANDWNEEL 04/08/92 G REGION 04/09/92

215 suRRY 1 temast TESilNG 04/24/92 G REGION 04/2T/92

216 $URRY 1 CROS URGENT FAILURE CIRCuliRY 05/05/92 G REGION 05/07/92

217 PALO VERDE 3 SURWEILLANCE IESTIIsG INTERVAL 05/07/92 G REGION 05/0T/92

218 3RUNSWICK 1/2 MAIN STACK MouliORING SYSTEM 05/08/92 G BEGION 05/15/92

219 SAN ON0fRE 1 MiiROGEN SIDE of ACCuptJLAIOR 05/13/92 G REGION 05/18/92

220 f0Ri Si VRAIN PCRV COOLING WATER TEMPERATURES 05/20/92 G NRR 05/21/92

221 SouTN TEXAS 1/2 RTS INSTRtmENTATION REGulREMENTS 05/20/92 G NRR 05/21/92

222 SROWNS FERRY 2 CREV OPERAsiLITY 05/20/92 G REGION 05/22/92

223 PEACM e0 TION 3 REPLACEMNET OF RNR PUMP MOTOR 05/26/92 G REGION 05/28/92

224 VERMONT YANKEE OPERAIE WiiN ONLY ONE EDG 06/03/92 G REGION 06/04/92

225 PRAltlE IslAse 1/2 AfW PUMP START TESilNG 06/04/92 G REGION 06/05/92

226 PEACM 90110M 2/3 DG AVAILAalLITY 06/08/92 G REGION 06/08/92

22T CRTSTAL RIVER 3 REFUELING OPS, CONTAINMENT PENETR. 06/10/92 G REGlost 06/11/92

228 RosINSON NIGN-RAseGE RADIAil0N 900NITORS 06/08/92 N 06/16/92

229 POINT ACM 1/2 EMERG POWER SYSTEttS PERIODIC TESTS 06/12/92 G NRR 06/19/92

230 SAN RE 1 NYORAULIC OIL FOR ACTUATOR VALVE 06/1T/92 G REGlost 06/19/92

231 SEASROOK POWER TESilNG RE: IN 92-40 06/26/92 G REGlost 06/30/92

232 vfRM0sei YAseKEE OPERATE WITN ONLY OeIE EDG 06/29/92 G REGloss OT/01/92

233 ARKANSAS 1 LEAKING DNR CIIECK VALVE 07/09/92 G REGION 07/10/92

234 ROSIN $0el lle0PERASLE St PUMP 0T/11/92 G REGION 07/13/92

235 NATCM 2 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM, DC 07/15/92 G REclues OT/I6/92

236 PEACM 90iTOM 2/3 IIIERMO LAG 330 - IN OP flRE BARRIER OT/17/92 G NRR OT/1T/92

237 FORT CALHouel IUSE INSPECTIcel AFTER LOCA 07/21/92 G NRR 07/22/92

238 CONANCHE PEAK 1 AUIG ACTUAllosl LOGIC & RELAYS 07/23/92 G REGlosi 07/24/92

239 WATEnf0R0 MONINLY CHANasEL fuescil0NAL IEST 07/29/92 G Net 07/30/92

240 SEASROOK TRIP ACTUAllNG DEVICE OP IESI 07/30/92 G NRR 08/04/92

1
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TEMPORARY WAIVERS OF COMPT |ANCE/

N0ilCES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRElloM

PLANI (S) TITLE DATE OF ACil0N DATE OF |

REQUEST STATUS RY ACI10N SIARIUP

241 PRAIRIE ISLAND 1/2 SAFEGutRDS Rus 26 SURVEILLANCE 07/29/92 G WRR 08/05/92

242 CALLAWAY 'A' SAFEIT IN RCil04 ACCUMULATOR 08/06/92 G REGION 08/07/92

243 CALLAWAY REACTOR TRIP SYS lusTRun suRV 08/07/92 G WRR 08/11/92

244 WOLF CREEK RIS IleSTRUNENTATION REeulREMENTS 08/17/92 G NRR 08/19/92-

245 souTN TEMAS 2 FUEL MANDLllfG RUILDING Fall 08/18/92 G REGION 08/19/92

246 PolNT REACN: 1 INST SYSIEN CASINETS - SEISMIC 08/18/92 G REGION 08/20/92

247 PEACM ROT 10M 2/3 TNERMO LAG COMPENSATORY MEASURE 03/31/92 G NRR 09/02/92

248 TURKEY PolNT 3/4 SPRAY AND/OR SPRINKLER SVETEns 09/04/92 G REGION 09/08/92

249 PERRY CONTABINeENT 150LAll0N VALVES 09/12/92 G NRR 09/15/92

250 FARLEY 1 FUEL PARAMETERS 09/18/92 G REGION 09/15/92

251 CATAuRA 1 SIEAM GEleERAiot REPAlt CRITERIA 09/21/92 G WRR 09/23/92

252 WMP 2 AC sources 09/22/92 G REGlost 09/23/92

253 WMP 2 IN0PERA8tE DIESEL GEleERATOR 09/23/92 G REGION 09/23/92

254 BROWNS FERRY 2 RIaR LOOP 1 TEST LINE 09/2T/92 G REGION 09/28/92

255 OCOMEE 1/2 LOW PRE 58uRE INMCilant SYSTEM 10/01/92 G REGION 10/01/92

256 LIMERICK 2 RInt - suPPRE5510el POOL le0DE 10/01/92 G isRR 10/05/92

257 LIMERICK 1 A5stE CODE PRES $URE TEST 10/15/92 N 10/15/92

258 Is0RIN ANesa 1 TURelleE OWERSPEED PROTECil0N SYS 10/14/92 G IIRR 10/19/92

259 se0RTM ANetA 1 RESPONSE TIME TEsitteG OF AFW CIRC. 10/22/92 G IIRR 10/22/92

260 LIMERICK 1/2 leAINTENAastE 081 OAMPER 10/23/92 N 10/23/92

261 RauMSWICK 1/2 ECCS ACiuATION & IN K Cil0N PERM 10/0T/92 W 10/28/92

262 SEASR00K COOLING TOWER FAels & ACiuATIcel 10/09/92 W 10/28/92

263 5AN Ges0FRE 1 SAFETY INRCil001 SYSTEM 10/2T/92 N 10/29/92

264 LAEALLE 2 RWCU RETURN LlleE 150LAitoel VALVE 10/29/92 G NRR 10/30/92

265 SEQUOTAN 1 ESFAS INSTR. - FW REG VALVES 10/30/92 G REclost 10/30/92

266 DRESDEN 2/3 DEGRADED VOLTAGE PROT. FEATURES 11/02/92 G REGION 11/04/92

267 ARKANSAS 1 SIEAM DRIVEN EFW PUMP 11/03/92 G REGIces 11/04/92

268 SEQUDYAN 1 ESFAS RESPONSE TIME 11/09/92 G NRR 11/12/92

269 SUSQUEHANelA 2 RWCu isotAtlass ACTUAll0N INSTR. 11/1T/92 G REG 100s 11/18/92

2/0 ARKANSAS 2 STEAM GENERATOR TURE INSPECil0el 11/2T/92 G NRR 11/27/92

i
.
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TEMPORARY W lVERS OF COMPLIANCE /

N0ilCES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCREil0N _

PLANT (5) TITLE DATE OF ACil0N DATE Of f

REQUEST STATUS Si ACI!ON STARTUP

271 CALLAWY ON$1TE POW R 9151RIBUT10N 11/27/92 G REGION 12/01/92

272 Wier 2 A.C. sources 12/02/92 G REGION 12/03/92

2T3 MILLSTONE 3 OPERASIL11Y OF CNARGlaeG PUNP 12/09/92 G NRR 12/09/92

274 SEQUOTAN 1/2 TESTING OF ERCW sV5 TEM 12/23/92 G REG 10N 12/23/92-

275 PolNT BEACM 2 ECCS - RNR PtaqP CUT OF SERVICE 12/21/92 G REGION 12/24/92

276 FORT CALMcLSI PERSOINIEL AIR LOCK 12/24/92 G NRR 12/29/92

277 ZION 1 ECCS PLsIPS IMOPERASLE 01/05/93 G REGlou 01/0T/93

278 PolNT SEACM 1/2 DEGAADED Gal 0 WOLTAGE RELAY SET. 01/08/93 G seRR 01/14/93

279 MILLSTONE 1 IIAIN STEAM LINE RAD MONtiOR 01/12/93 G NRR 01/13/93

280 Pall 5ADES CONTROL BOD DRIN TElilllG 01/14/93 G NRR 01/15/93

281 CATAhmA 1/2 CONTROL ROOM AREA WNTILATICII SYs 01/15/93 G REGION 01/19/93

282 MILLSTONE 3 met SuRWILLANCE REeUIREMENTS 01/22/93 G NRR 01/25/93

283 ZION 1/2 LOW TEMPERATURE OWERPRESSURE PROT 01/28/93 G NRR 01/29/93 TES

284 DUANE ARNOLD FLOW BIAS SCRAM MiPolNT 02/07/93 N 02/07/93

285 Si LUCIE 1 CONTAIINEENT PENETRAT10Il SURWILL. 02/12/93 G NRR 02/16/93

286 PolNT SEACM 1/2 Auu ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 02/22/93 G REGION 02/23/93

287 30UIN TEMAs 1/2 TUReINE DRlW AFW PUNP 02/25/93 G REGlou 02/26/93

288 sAel CNOFRE 2 125V DC BATTERY CNAREER 02/25/93 G REGION 03/01/93

i 289 ZION 1 CONT RECIRC Stsen LEWL INSitLSENT 02/26/93 G NRR 03/02/93

! 290 SALEM 1 RESElilleG OF 10ReUE SWITCM 03/18/93 N 03/18/93

i 291 MILLSTONE 2 STURCTURAL INTEGalTY OF SW LIIIE 03/26/93 G REG 10Il 03/26/93

292 NORIN AssNA 2 ESF REACTOR TRIP INSint41ENTAll0Il 03/26/93 G NRR 03/26/93
!

293 RIVER SEND RCD PATIEmel CONTROL SYSTEM 03/26/93 G REGlcel 03/26/93

294 soufM TEMAS 1 DIGITAL ROD POSlil0II INDICATION 03/29/93 G REGloss 03/30/93

295 WNP 2 RCIC AUTO SUCT10el IRA 80$FER 04/02/93 G ssRR 04/02/93

296 SEAVER WALLEY 2 REACTOR TRIP BREAKER TEsilles 04/06/93 G NRA 04/09/93

297 VERMONT YAaKEE SCRAM INSERTICII 11ME LIMITS 04/07/93 G NRR 04/09/93

298 PolNT BEACM 2 RPS & SAFEGUARDS CIRCUIT TESilNG 04/09/93 G NRR 04/15/93

299 LINERICK 1/2 is $URVEILLAteCE Gee BATIERIES 04/23/93 N 04/23/93

300 DuAssE Ante 0LD APP J ENEMPTICII-CONIAIINEENT AIRLOCK 04/29/93 G NRR 04/30/93

f
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Page No. 11 ,

.

04/28/96
TEwCRARY WAIWR$ OF CortlANCE/

NOTICES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION

*

PLANT (S) TITLE DATE OF ACil0N DATE OF 1

REeUEST STATUS RY ACTION STARTUP

301 CLINTON DIVISION II SATTERY CIIARGER 05/01/93 N 05/01/93

302 suRRY 2 PRESSUR12ER SAFETT WALW S 05/03/93 G REGION 05/03/93

303 plAsLO CANTest 1 OIISITE poler DISTRIeUTICII 05/04/93 G REGION 05/05/93

304 OCONEE 1 CCIIT80L as TRIP INSERTION TIIE TET 05/04/93 G NRR 05/06/93

305 suRRY 2 NIGel PRES $URIZER PRESS. RJ TRIP SP 05/06/93 G NRR 05/06/93

306 PALO VERDE 1/2/3 SNUBOER OPERASILITY 05/14/93 G NRR 05/18/93 YES

307 BRonRIS FERRV 2 LPCI OP. WITN RNR ALIGNED FOR 50 05/1T/93 G NRR 03/19/93

308 SLsNIER TESTING STEast DREWII Esu Mar 05/25/93 G NRR 05/2T/93

309 IIslAll PolNT 3 E06 CPERASILITY 06/01/93 G REGl0Il 06/03/93

310 SEeuotAN 1 FUEL MONE USING AultiLIART N0lsi 06/21/93 G REGlost 06/23/93

311 mRAl0W000 2 DEGRADE 0 FLolf 0F CCsu 07/01/93 W 07/01/93

312 GRage GULF LOAD SNE00 LNG AIS SEGUEIICIIIG SYSTEM 07/07/93 N 0T/07/93

313 COOK 2 WEST ENT CIIARGIIIG Mar OPERASILITY OT/09/93 G REGICII OT/13/93

314 FERIII 2 CCINAC Div 18 SUPPLY Fall BEPAIRS OT/09/93 G REGION 07/13/93

315 NINE NILE PoleT 2 N2 AllALTIERS CONT. ISOL. VALES 08/05/93 G NRR 08/06/93

316 30 MIN TEMAS 1 AST FOR Atal. FEEDWATER Fler 08/06/93 G REGION 08/13/93'

317 BEAWR VALLEY 1 CONTAIISENT AIRLOCK LEAK TEtilIIG 08/11/93 G IIRR 08/13/93

31a IIceulRE 1 EDG IIOT RESTART TEST 08/1T/93 G REGION 08/18/93

319 DREseEN 3 COISTAIIBIENT COOLING EMBSYSTEII LOOPS 08/1T/93 G REGION 08/19/93

320 SALEll 1 125 VOLT DC SATTERT 88/25/93 G REG 10Il 08/26/93

321 CALWRT CLIFFS 1 CONTROL ROON E8ERGEIICT WENTILAtilou 08/2T/93 W 08/2T/93

322 ST LUCIE 1/2 PNYSICAL SEQMITT PLAll 08/27/93 G REGICII 08/2T/93

323 SEAeR00K ESFAS INST. SURV. REQUIREIENTS OS/25/93 G NRR 08/30/93

324 FERIII 2 IIcouLAR POWER UNIT 09/0T/93 * G REGION 09/08/93

325 suseuENANNA 2 IIIOPERA8tE CONTARIBENT PURGE VALVE 09/08/93 G IIRR 09/10/93

326 IIslAN POINT 2 WCAPPS OPERASILITV REeutREIIENTS 09/13/93 G REGIOli 09/15/93

327 PRAIRIE Istage 1/2 NELS EFFECTS 000 4160 W SUS 09/13/93 G REGION 09/15/93

323 gAA10 WOOD 1 IIIOPERASLE CIIARGING PUNP 09/17/93 G REGI0li 09/21/93

329 GRAND GULF 1 JET PUNPS 09/21/93 G REGICII 09/21/93

330 WATEnt0A0 CONTAlleIENT SPRAY SYSTEM 09/28/93 G REGION 10/01/93

- :
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Page No. 12
.

04/28/94 .

IEMPORARY WAIVERS Of COMPLIANCE /

NOTICES Of ENFORCEE NT DISCRETION

DATE Of ACil0N DATE OF ,
PLANT ($) TITLE

REQUEST STATUS SY ACilON STARIUP

331 wP 2 Isot SYS RESPONSE TIME SURVEILLANCE 10/02/93 G NRR 10/06/93

332 SURRY 1 IMOP CnNTROL RIS ASSEMBLIE5 10/21/93 G REGION 10/22/93

333 AREANSAS 2 ECCS OPERABILITY 10/23/93 G REGION 10/26/93
1

334 MILL 510NE 3 SUPPL LEAK CnLLECil0E & RELEASE SYS 10/22/93 G NRR 10/2//V3 YES

335 KEWAUNEE A RNR P W CAEING LEAK 11/03/93 G REGION 11/05/93

336 MILLSTONE 3 SUPPLEMENTARY LEAK COLLECil0N ... 11/04/93 G WAR 11/05/93 YES

33T NORIN ANNA 2 NIGN NEAD SAFETY INJECil0N FLOW 11/09/93 G NRR 11/10/93

338 WP 2 150LAf ton SYSTEM RESPONSE TIES 11/1T/93 G REGION 11/18/93

339 BRAIDWOOD 1 54 LEAEAGE LIMii 11/12/93 G WAR 11/24/93 YES

340 tARLEY 2 N2 RECOMBINER OPERAstLITY 11/29/93 G REGION 11/30/93 YES

341 SALEM 2 EXTEND EDG ALLDED OUTAGE Tim 12/03/93 N 12/03/93

342 POINT REACM 1/2 EDG ALLCED QUTAGE ilME 12/03/93 'G REGION 12/07/93

343 LA5ALLE 1 IMOPERARLE 5RVs 12/06/93 G WAR 12/13/93

344 SuRRY 2 CONTROL ROD REPAIRS 12/15/93 G REGION 12/16/93

345 DIAsLO CANYON 2 oustTE POER Sl5TRisuitou 12/20/93 G REG 10N 12/22/93

346 LASALLE 1 CR0 P05til0E INDICATION SYSTEM 01/05/M G REGION 01/05/M

347 $ALEM 1 AfW Ptsu' ACT 01/21/M G REGION 01/19/94

348 OYSTER CREEK APRM SCRAM TRIP SURVEILLANCE 01/21/M N 01/21/94

349 50UIN TEMA5 1 DIGITAL 300 POSITION INDICATION SYS 01/15/94 G REGION 01/25/94

350 LASALLE 1 RPS INSTRUMENT SURVEILLAN E 01/20/94 G REGION 01/26/94

351 PEACM BOTTOM 2 MSL RADIATION MONITOR 01/24/94 G REGION 01/26/94

352 TNREE MILE ISLAND 1 CONTROL ROD MOVEMENT SURVEILLANCE 01/20/M G REGION 01/2T/94

353 suseUENANNA 2 AcoussTIC MONITOR ON 5tv 01/24/M G WAR 01/2T/94 YES

354 LIMERICK 1/2 MSV AND INTERCEPT VALVE W EKLY TEST 01/25/94 G REGION 01/27/94

PRIMARY CONTAIMMENT AIRLOCK 5 01/29/M G NRR 02/02/94
355 PERRY

356 PolNT BEACM 1/2 ALL EDGs INOPERABLE 02/09/M G REGION 02/11/94

357 PolNI BEACM 1/2 EDG OPERABILITY 02/09/M G REGION 02/11/94

358 RIVER DEND EXIENSION OF SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL 02/03/M G NRR 02/15/94

MANUAL CONT. ISOLAll0N PUSNSUTIONS 02/15/94 G REG 10N 02/16/94
359 GINNA

360 BRAIDWOOD '/2 CONTROL ROEDI VENilLAil0N SYSTEM 02/19/94 G REGION 02/22/94

,
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Page No. 13

04/28/M .

TEMPORARY WlVERS OF COMPLIANCE /

NOTICES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCREil0N

PLANT (s) TITLE DATE OF ACTION DATE OF i

REQUEST STATUS ST ACil0N STARIUP

361 DRESDEN 3 seGis auto-ACTUATION 02/22/94 G REGION 02/24/94

362 RIVER SEND PENETRATION VALVE LEAKAGE CONTROL 02/17/M G REGION 02/28/94

363 GRAse GutF STANDsY SERVICE WRTER SYSTEM 03/04/M G REGION 03/08/94

364 QUAD CITIE5 1 RCIC QUT90aRD 180LAll0N VALVE 03/06/M G REGION 03/09/94

365 NORTM ANNA 2 STEAM DRIVEN Atat FEED Ptar CPER 03/11/M G REGION 03/14/94

366 BRAIDWOOD 2. MSSV LIFT SETPolNTS 03/11/94 G NRR 03/15/94

367 BYROM 1/2 MSSV LIFT stiroluis 03/11/94 G WAR 03/15/94

368 DIASLO CANYON 2 MSSV LIFT PREstuRE SETPOINTS 03/14/M G REGION 03/15/94

369 BRAIDWOOD 2 UNCAPPED CONCRETE POURING VENis 03/15/94 G REGION 03/16/94

370 TWREE MILE ISLAle 1 CONTROL 90D GROP IINES 03/22/94 W 03/22/94

371 SALEM 1 INCREASES TIME 10 REACN MOT SD 04/06/94 G REGION 04/07/94

372 PALO VERDE 2 AC SOURCES - EDG B QUT OF SERVICE 04/09/94 G REGION 04/12/94

373 MILLSTONE 2 CR EMER VENTILATION SYSTEM 04/14/96 G NRR 04/21/M

374 ARKANSAS 2 CPER OF TURSINE DEIVEN AFW PtsIP 04/22/94 G REGitM 04/22/94

L
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I'; Question 16.(c). Which were granted orally?

Answer.

The situations giving rise to a NOED request require prompt response.
Consequently, in the majority of the cases, N0ED decisions are conveyed orally
after appropriate review by the staff, followed by prompt documentation of the
licensee's request.

|
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Question 16.(d). Please provide a list of all enforcement actions taken for
the root causes that led to the reason for the request for
the exercise of enforcement discretion.

Answer. ;

Prior to issuance of the policy and guidance on N0EDs in March 1993, there was
no explicit guidance that temporary waivers of compliance or other exercises .

of enforcement discretion should be followed up with a consideration of '

enforcement action for root cause violations. The following is a list of
enforcement actions for root cause violations that were issued subsequent to
the N0ED guidance that was promulgated in March 1993.

N0ED Enforce. .

'

#/Date Site Sub.iect Action

93-I-001 Indian Emergency Diesel Generator EA 93-180, SLIII
6/3/93 Pt. 3 operability no CP, 11/30/93)

93-I-002 Salem 125 Volt DC Battery SLIV, 11/30/93
8/26/93

93-2-002 Sequoyah movement of fuel using aux. SLIV, 7/21/93
6/23/93 hoist

93-2-003 McGuire TS surveillance 4.8.1.2.E.8 SLIV,9/14/93
8/18/93

,

93-4-001 Waterford Containment spray TS EA 93-239, S25,000
10/1/93 12/7/93

93-4-002 ANO-2 Containment sump screens EA 93-278, SLIII, |
10/26/93 no CP, 12/14/93

;

93-5-002 WPPSS relay surv (TS 3.3.2) EA 93-293, NOV j
11/18/93 SLIV,12/29/93

1

93-6-013 Duane Appendix J exemption - EA 93-106, |

4/30/93 Arnold contmnt airlock NCV,6/4/93

93-6-028 Lasalle inoperable SRVs 'EA 93-300 !

12/13/93 SLIV, no CP, part of civil penalty
package,4/4/94

94-3-003 Point EDG operability SLIV,3/17/94
2/11/94 Beach

94-3-007 Braidwood control room ventilation EA 94-068, pending j

2/22/94 system

|

:
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Question 17.(a). How many license amendments have been issued since September, 1989?

Answer.

4276 amendments have been issued. While we believe the list is accurate, time
constraints have prevented a confirmation check.

.
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Question 17.(b). For how many of these were comments received?

Answer.

15 comments were received. One of the 15 comments received was associated with a
N0ED.

I
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Question 17.(t). How many requests for a hearing were received?

Questior.17.(d). How many hearings were held?

Answer.

The attached list identifies proceedings and related actions on which a hearing was
requested and indicates the disposition of the request.

~
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HEARING REQUESTS ON PART 50 LICENSE AMENDMENTS
~

The following listing identifies proceedings involving hearing
requests on license amendments, license transfers and
decommissioning plans related to facilities licensed under 10 CFR
Part 50 from September 1989 to May 1994:

1 Vermont Yankee OLA-4 - intervenor withdrew |

2 Turkey Point OLA-5 - intervention denied
3 Perry OLA-2 - summary affirmance of amendment

based on parties' stipulations
4 Vogtle OLA - intervention denied
5 Shoreham OLA - 3 amendments, intervention denied
6 Turkey Point OLA-6 - intervention denied
7 Shoreham OLA-2 - intervention denied (poss. only

license)
8 Palo Verde OLA-2 - intervenor withdrew after settlement

with licensee
9 Rancho Seco OLA - intervention denied (poss. only

license)
10 Cintichem OLA - amendment withdrawn
11 Seabrook OLA - intervention denied (license

transfer)
12 Shoreham OLA-3 - settled prior to ruling on

intervention (license transfer)
13 Three Mile Island-2 - settled prior to ruling on

intervention (poss. only license)
14 Ohio Edison - decided on summary disposition

(denial of application to amend
antitrust conditions)

15 Vogtle OLA-2 - license application withdrawn
16 Palo Verde OLA-3 - intervention petition withdrawn
17 Pilgrim OLA - intervention petition withdrawn
18 Perry OLA-3 - summary disposition motion pending on

admitted contention
19 Vogtle OLA-3 - parties in discovery (transfer of

operating authority)
20 River Bend OLA - in discovery (transfer of

operating authority)
21 Shoreham DCOM - intervention petition withdrawn after

settlement (decommissioning plan)
22 Millstone 2 OLA - amendment approved after summary

disposition of contention
23 Diablo Canyon OLA-2 - hearing held; pending before ASLB )
24 Vermont Yankee OLA-5 - application withdrawn
25 Sequoyah (TVA) OLA - hearing request withdrawn
26 Rancho Seco DCOM - discretionary intervention permitted; ,

in discovery |

Prepared by OCAA 5/12/94 |
|
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Question 18. Please explain the Commission's role and policy regarding the extent |
..

to which the NRC will either formally approve in advance or sanction I
steps taken by a licensee to mitigate or prevent harm to the public |
health and safety in the event of an emergency? In an emergency i

situation, will the NRC perform an advisory role, or will the NRC !

formally approve measures proposed by a licensee?

Answer. i

Attached is the NRC Incident Response Plan, NUREG-0728, Rev. 2, which reflects
current Commission policy and assigns responsibilities for responding to any i

potentially threatening incident involving NRC licensed activities and for assuring t

lthat the NRC will fulfill its statutory mission. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 outline the
licensee's responsibilities and the NRC's responsibilities.

!
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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources:
_

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W. l

Washington, DC 20555 |

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082, I
Washington, DC 20013-7082 !

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu- '

ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda: NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notices:
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence: Commission papers; and applicant and

'

licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: forrral NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nucinar Regulatory Commission Issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series l

reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencias and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

,

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Feders/ Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

,

~

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
'

to the Division of Technical Information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com.
mission, Washington, DC ?0555.

-

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available j

there for reference use by the public.. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be .,_

purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the _'

American National Standards institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
_

,
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ABSTRACT
-

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates civilian nuclear activities
to protect the public health and safety and to preserve environmental quality.
An Incident Response Plan had been developed and has now been revised to re-
flect current Commission policy. NUREG-0728, Rev. 2 assigns responsibilities
for responding to any potentially threatening incident involving NRC licensed
activities and for assuring that the NRC will fulfill its statutory mission.
This report has also been reproduced for staff use as NRC Manual Chapter 0502.
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INTRODUCTION
I--

.

1.1 Statutory Responsibility

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates nuclear activities,
through licensing and other means, to protect the health and safety of the public
and to preserve environmental quality. In the event of an incident involving
NRC-licensed activities that has the potential to threaten the public or the
environment, the NRC must be prepared to respond quickly. This Incident Response fPlan assigns individual and group responsibilities which collectively assure
that NRC will fulfill its statutory responsibility. |

1. 2 Parallel Responsibilities |
|

During an incident at a licensed facility, the licensee is at all times respon- )
sible for mitigating the consequences of the incident. The licensee is also <

responsible for providing appropriate protective action recommendations to
State / local officials.

The underlying foundation for all Federal response activities is coordination
with and support for State and local government and licensee response efforts.
As part of its role as Federal technical coordinator, i.e. , Cognizant Federal
Agency (CFA) during an emergency, the NRC is responsible for providing (to
the Governors of affected states) Federal recommendations for actions to protect
the public.

The licensee must be prepared to perform essential technical activities to
protect the public in the event of an incident at a licensed facility. The
NRC must be ready to support and assist the licensee by (1) monitoring the
incident to be ready to advise the licensee based on NRC's assessment of the
plant situation, and by (2) locating and obtaining needed expertise and equip-
ment. Both the NRC and the licensee must be prepared to cooperate in all their
activities with local, State, and Federal agencies that have related
responsibilities.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has published the Federal Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) for coordinating all Federal activities
in response to a radiological emergency at a commercial nuclear power plant
(Ref. 1). The plan defines the responsibilities of each Federal organization
with a role in such emergencies, including the responsibility of the NRC for
coordinating all Federal support for licensee activities and all Federal tech-
nical activities off site. FEMA has the complementary responsibility for coor-
dinating all offsite nontechnical activir.ies of Federal organizations. The

NRC also has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) for incidents involving possible terrorist activity or other <

'

safeguards violations and another with the Department of Transportation (DOT) _

for transportation accidents. To assure operational consistency between this - i

NRC Incident Response Plan and the planned radiological activities of several
other agencies, NRC participated in preparing the Federal Radiological Monitoring
and Assessment Plan (FRMAP), which is included in the FRERP. )

l'

)
.
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1. 3 Purposes and Scope of the Plan

This Incident Response Plan governs NRC response to incidents involving NRC
licensees as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

The plan is intended to serve the following major purposes:
F

(1) Guide NRC managers who must assure that all appropriate tasks are under
way at any stage of a response. ,

(2) Remind each NRC participant of his or her responsibilities (either as an
individual or as a team member) throughout a response.

(3) Identify NRC interrelationships with other organizations.
-
,

(4) Serve as a training aid to maintain personnel readiness.

(5) Emphasize the primary responsibility of the licensee in responding to an ,

incident. !
t

The Incident Response Plan describes the functions and kinds of decisions that :

constitute an NRC response. Taken as a whole, the plan provides an overview |

of NRC functions before and during an incident. The responsibilities assigned
by the plan are exercised through a set of implementing procedures (NUREG-0845,
Agency Procedures for the NRC Incident Response Plan (Ref. 5] and correspond- '

ing Headquarters and Regional Supplements) that delineate the manner in which
each function will be performed (Fig. 1). The implementing procedures (such
as call lists) are not included in this plan; they are operational tools that ,

are subject to more frequent change than the plan and so are contained in ;

separate documents. ,

J
The need for resources is dictated by the implementing procedures. Therefore,
this plan and its implementing procedures will be used as the basis for allo-

'

cating resources among the functions. ,

!

2. EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS

- An effective emergency response demands not only a simplified management con-
i

cept but also a clear organization of task responsibilities. This plan is in-
itended to do the following:
;

!

(1) Provide for definite decisions to increase or ducrease the scope of the
NRC response so that all participants will be aware of the correct re-
-sponse mode, and of their corresponding responsibilities, at all times..

Identify clear responsibilities for advising offsite authorities, advising
-

4

(2) the licensee, directing the licensee, and making other decisions, j

Provide for informing NRC personnel and other organizations about NRC(3)
response actions and about any delegation of authority particularly when
the focus of the response is shifted from Headquarters to the Director of
Site Operations (D50).

2
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2.1 Licensee's Responsibilities During an Emergency

2.1.1 Limiting the Consequences. The licensee has the immediate and pri-
mary continuing responsibility for limiting the consequences of an incident at
a nuclear power reactor. Limiting the consequences to public health and safety
should take clear precedence over limiting financial loss or adverse publicity.
During a radiological emergency the licensee should take whatever action is
deemed necessary to limit the consequences to public health and safety, even if
that action violates the NRC license technical specifications. If time does

not permit in an emergency, notification of and consultation with NRC is not
required prior to the licensee taking action he deems appropriate.

2.1.2 Recommending Protective Actions The licensee is responsible for
keeping local, State and Federal authorities (as specified in the approved
plant emergency plan) informed on the status of the emergency as it relates to
protection of the public health and safety. The licensee should recommend to
local, State and Federal authorities specific protective actions to limit the
danger to the public, including evacuation.

2.1.3 Notifying NRC. Licensee notification to NRC must be in compliance
with 10 CFR Part 50.72, " Notification of Significant Events."

2.2 NRC's Responsibilities During An Emergency

2.2.1 General. NRC staff at the Operations Center is limited in its ability
to provide detailed recommendations to plant personnel or overrule plant managers
at the site. It is the Commission's policy that the emergency should be managed
from the site. The Director (this and all future reference to Director will
mean the NRC Chairman or his or her designee) may transfer authority for managing
the NRC's emergency response efforts to a senior onsite NRC representative,
Director of Site Operations (D50), when the Director is confident that the
onsite NRC representative is prepared to receive the authority and if the
Director deems it appropriate. The NRC Regional Administrator or other senior
manager, upon arrival on site, will contact the NRC HQ Operations Center for a
status report, talk to licensee management to assess the situation from their
perspective, assess the status of nonlicensee activities, deploy his site team,
contact the resident inspector and then again report to the Director. Transfer
of authority to the DSO will be discussed in Section 2.5.

Once the NRC response is in an Activation Mode and until the Regional Admin-
istrator arrives at the site (normally expected to be from 2-6 hours after
initial notification), and is designated Director of Site Operations (D50),
the NRC Operations Center will be the primary location where this agency will
monitor and evaluate licensee actions. During that time the normal response
roles for the NRC Operations Center will be to monitor, inform, and, upon ^

request, advise licensees and other local, State and Federal authorities.

Although the Director has the authority to issue orders and directives to the
licensee, this authority need not be exercised by the Director but may be dele-
gated to the DSO after one is established. The reason for this is that there
may be more complete information available to the DSO at the site, and therefore
there may be a firmer basis for such orders or directives.

|
|

| .
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In any incident, NRC may exercise more than one role, sometimes concurrently, i
.

as the incident progresses. However, it is important that all participants in
an incident (NRC and others) be made fully aware of changes in the NRC role.

i

These major roles are presented in ascending order of responsibility. Role
alternatives are not discreet or mutually exclusive, but instead are succes- |

sive increments in which one is added to another.

2.2.2 Monitorino-Only Role. In this role, NRC response is essentially
passive and confined to information acquisition and assessment. The licensee,
in conjunction with State and local authorities, has primary responsibility for

,

dealing with the incident. NRC keeps itself apprised of both the situation and
the status of response actions, based on data supplied by.the licensee as well
as any data obtained independent of the licensee via a data system, reported by
NRC personnel on site, or provided by offsite authorities. NRC also maintains i

cognizance of offsite conditions and activities related to the incident.
Additional ad hoc information may be requested by NRC, as deemed necessary.
Data from all sources is collated, verified, analyzed, and evaluated by NRC to
arrive at an independent estimate of the situation and of the adequacy of the
operational protective measures being recommended or implemented. NRC serves
as the focal point at the Federal level for providing authoritative technical
information on the incident related to the onsite situation and licensee
offsite activities. |

The monitor role .is exercised by both NRC Headquarters and the DSO throughout
the course of an incident. Upon transfer of authority to the 050 on site, !

however, the DSO becomes the primary contact with the licensee, State and
local authorities.

2.2.3 Inform Role. Based on the monitoring role, the NRC may find it
appropriate to inform affected officials, and the public about the status of
the emergency. This role would be exercised only when it is clear that respon-
sible parties are not aware of pertinent information or when information is
specifically requested by other interested parties (e.g. , news media, Congress,
White House). Primary interaction with the news media will transfer from the
Headquarters Executive Teau to the 050 when the DSO assumes control.

2.2.4 Advisory Role. The NRC role in this case is expanded to include
exerting influence on the response process, using information gathered by con-
tinued monitoring. Primary responsibility for coping with the incident, how-
ever, still resides with the licensee. NRC gives advisory support, to assist
in diagnosing'the situation, isolating critical problems, and determining what
remedial courses of action and additional precautionary measures are indicated.
Advice is made available to the licensee, State and local authcrities. and to
.other Federal agencies concerned.

In coordination with FEMA, NRC will advise State and local authorities on . ~ _ ,

actions to mitigate the consequences of the incident and for protecting the
public. This advice may confirm the licensee's recommendation or provide
additional recommendations.

5
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In addition, in selected cases the NRC may, upon request, assist the licensee
by obtaining o'nsite and external support relating directly to onsite response
needs. In this capacity, NRC may serve as an intermediary for the licensee
and various other participants involved.

Limited Direction Role. In addition to monitoring and advisory2.2.5
activities, in some unusual and very rare situations, the NRC could find it
necessary to intervene in a limited fashion to direct the licensee's onsite re-

It is not expected that NRC will be required to assume this role, butsponse.
plans must be made for such a contingency. In such an unli bly event the NRC

would issue formal orders to the licensee to take certain measures and then
monitor implementation of the actions ordered. In this role, the licensee con-

tinues to make other key operational decisions and to operate and manage the
facility with licensee personnel. NRC advice and direction would be channeled
to licensee management. Although the Director has the authority to issue orders
and directives to the licensee, this authority may not normally be exercised by
the Director at headquarters but may be delegated to the DSO after one is estab-
lished. The reason for this is that there may be more complete information
available to the 050 at the site, and thus there may be a firmer basis for such
orders or directives.

2. 3 State and local Government Responsibilities

While the licenset. 1as the primary role in mitigating incident consequences, the
State and local authorities have ultimate responsibility for assuring the pro-
tection of the public from such consequences offsite. The licensee, the NRC,
and FEMA will assist the State and local authorities in assuring protection of
the public.

2.4 Response Modes

NRC incident response operations are divided in this plan into five distinct
modes dependent upon the licensee event classification and an independent NRC
perception of relative severity or uncertainty of accident conditions:

This mode includes all activities designed to maintain
(1) NORMAL readiness; it continues through the initial discussion of

any call. Headquarters and Regional personnel jointly
assess the initial information, and the senior Headquar- ,

ters official along with his regional counterpart jointly
determine NRC actions in the Normal response mode. If so

instructed, the Headquarters Operat*ons Officer establishes
and maintains a telephone conference linking the person
reporting a problem with the Headquarters and Regional
personnel responding to it. Any number of specialists may
be consulted, but the Operations Center is not formally -

activated.

Transition to STANDBY:

The NRC Standby response is initiated by a decision of the
Regional Administrator ia consultation with and Executive
Team Member (or if neither is available, the Emergency

6
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- Officer) when the incident is judged to be sufficiently
uncertain or complex that there is a need to use the'

facilities of the Operations Center. The NRC response will
generally go on Standby, whenever a licensee declares an
Alert at a site. (See Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654 Rev.1
[Ref. 3].)

(2) STANDBY The primary Regional Office will appropriately staff its
Incident Response Center. The Headquarters Operations
Center will be staffed by a Standby Team and will be lead
by an Executive Team member or designee. Each location
will evaluate the available information, make appropriate
notifications and prepare for rapid activation should it
become necessary. The Regional Administrator will lead the
NRC response in this mode, except under the following cir-
cuestances, in which case an Executive Tisas member will
lead:

The Regional Admini trator is not available.-

The Regional Administrator requests NRC Headquarters-

to take the lead. ,

2 ,

An Executive Team member deternbes that the NRC Head- |--

quarters should have the lead in that particular |

situation.

IfkavaiTable, the NRC Residoni'InspectN$will go to the
facilitP'to assist in the assessmentnefe,$he situation.
Licensees will designate someone to provide data requested
by NRC. |

Transition to INITIAL ACTIVATION: '
; - r

The Regional Administrater will generhily provide a recom-
mendation to activate to:an ET member who makes the deci-
sion. The NRC response system will activate upon either of

.

the following actions: j
~

Licensee declaration of a reactortSite Area or General-

Emergency that is not an obvious overclassification.
(See Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Rev. 1 [Ref. 3].)

Decision by an Executive Team member (see page 11) to-

activate the NRC response for any other reason. This
may occur befor.e declaration of a Site Area or General -

Emergency by the licensee.

(3) INITIAL Response teams report to the Operations Center and other
ACTIVATION duty stations. The Incident Response Center (IRC) of the

affected Regional Office staffing is appropriately adjusted
when a designated Site Team is dispatched under the leader-
ship of the Regional Administrator. Other Regional Offices
are alerted. The focus of NRC response operations is at
Headquarters. - .

,

7
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Transition event to EXPANDED ACTIVATION:.

..

The NRC response enters an Expanded Activation mode
whenever, after receiving a report from the Regional
Administrator or other senior NRC official from the site,
the Director (i.e., the NRC Chairman or his designee) de-
cides to augment the response. The Regional Administrator
or other qualified senior NRC official on site will be
designated as the NRC Director of Site Operations (DS0) and
the Director will delegate specific authority to the 050.

(4) EXPANDED The focus of NRC response operations is at the site although
ACTIVATION Headquarters will retain any authority not specifically

delegated to the DSO. ThenExecutive Team or a member of
the Executive Team designated by the Director draws on all
Regional and Headquarters personnel to provide support to
the NRC Director of Site Operations. The DSO will be the
primary spokesman for the NRC. -

Transition to DEACTIVATING

The NRC response enters the deactivating mode when the 050,
after consultation with the Director, so decides. The NRC
response deactivates freer Isitial or Expanded Activation
when the Director so decidet, usually on the basis of an
Executive Team or D50 recommendation.

(5) DEACTIVATING Response operations during the early part of this mode are ;
'similar to those during the Standby mode, except that a

Site Team may remain active. In addition, tapes, logs, and
other records of the incident are assembled and catalogued
for review. Responsibilities for reviews and investiga-
tions are assigned. Responsibilities for recovery opera- ,

Itions will also be assigned, and some recovery operations
will usually continue as the NRC response returns to
normal.

~^s

3

Table 1 relates the NRC response modes to those defined for licenses in
Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Rev. 1. As noted in the table, licensees report many
events under the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 or 10 CFR 73.71 (Ref. 2) which
do not meet the thresholds defined in NUREG-0654, Rev.1, for " Notification of
an unusual Event." These reports, which this plan denotes as "Early Nctifi-
cation," may cause the NRC response to go on Standby under some conditions.
When the licensee reports the Notification of Unusual Event as defined in
Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Rev.1, NRC may remain in Normal Mode, go on Standby
or may activate. When NRC enters its Standby mode, preparations are made to

-

activate quickly, if necessary. Activation of the NRC response will be initi- ,

ated by an ET member upon notification of conditions which cause the licensee
to declare a Site Area or General Emergency.

8
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Table 1 Typical Relationship Between NRC and Licensee Response Noaes
.

*

NRC Mode LICENSEE MDDE

*Early Notification of Site Area General
Notification Unusual Event Alert Emergency Emergency

'
'

Normal X X

Standby X X X
'

Initial or Expanded
Activation X X X X

'

#
5
fD@

a

.

.

,.. ,a

> s -

n:e;
.

.,. , , h T.,
. . . .

.

* Licensee event required to be reported to NRC by 10 CFR 50.72 or 10 CFR 73.71, but not categorized in
NUREG-0654, rev. 1.
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1Description and Purpose of Emergency Classes of NUREG-0654, Rev.Table 2
CLASS

SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY

NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT
ALERT
Class Description Class Description Class Description ,

Class Description

Unusual events are in process or Events are in process
Events are in process or Events are in process or

have occurred which indicate a or have occurred which have occurred which involve have occurred which

in %1ve an actual or actual or likely major involve actual or imminent
potential degradation of the potential substantial failures of plant functions substantial core degradation

'

No releases of radioactive degradation of the needed for protection of the or melting with potentiallevel of safety of the plant.

caterial requiring offsite level of safety of the public. Any releases not for loss of containment
|

integrity. Releases can
response or monitoring are plant. Any releases expected to exceed EPA be reasonably expected to

expected to be limited Protective Action Guideline exceed EPA Protectiveexpected unless further -to small fractions of exposure levels except near Action Guideline exposure. degradation of safety systems the EPA Protective site boundary. !levels offsite for more !occurs. Action Guideline than the immediate site-

exposure levels. area. ,_.
!

? *

PurposePurposePurpose
Purpose

Purpose of offsite notifi- Purpose of offsite Purpose of the site Purpose of the general emer-

alert is to (1) assure area emergency declaration gency declaration is to (1)
initiate predetermined protec-cation is to (1) assure that that emergency personnel is to (1) assure thatthe first step in any response are readily available response centers are manned, tive actions for the public,

i later found to be necessary to respond if situation (2) assure that monitoring
(2) provide continuous assess-

has been carried out, (2)
becomes more serious

teams are dispatched, ment of information from
bring the operating staff to a or to perform confirma- (3) assure that personnel

licensee and offsite organi-t

provide systematic handling of
tory radiation monitor- required for evacuation * of zation measurements (3) initiatestate of readiness, and (3):

'

unusual events information
ing if-required, and near site areas are at duty additional measurements as

| and decisionmaking. (2) provide offsite stations if situation indicated by actual or poten-

authorities current becomes more serious, tial releases, (4) provide

status information. (4) provide consultation consultation with offsite
with offsite authorities, authorities and (5) provide 1

i and (5) provide updates for updates for the public through-
~

the public through offsite offsite authorities.!

authorities.j

|

|

!
h d to evacuate, there will b

-itisefpectedthatifappropriatepersonnelareavailabletorespondtotenee
|

| * Note:
appropriate personnel-for.other protective actions.'

.
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2.5 Resoonse Management

The NRC response need not escalate through all modes, but may be ordered into
activation immediately. There will nearly always be two modes of activation,

I
however: (1) Initial (when activities are directed from Headquarters), and
(2) Expanded (when most or all activities are directed from the site). The I

transition occurs when the Director (i.e. , the Chairman of the Commission or
designated alternate) shif ts authority to the NRC Director of Site Operations.
Figures 2 and 3 show the management concept before and after the appointment. |

1

The concept permits the management focus to shift from headquarters to the site
without disrupting response operations.

The Chai.* man of the Commission is the senior NRC authority for all aspects of
a response and, in carrying out his or her responsibility for directing NRC
activities, may choose to make, modify, or set aside any decision. During an
emergency, the Chairman will become the " Director" of all NRC response activ-
ities and personnel, a title meant to imply that the Chairman has not only the
authority but also the responsibility for taking direct charge of any partic-
ular activity should the need arise.

Certain authorities may be predelegated by the Chairman to the " Deputy Direc-
tor" upon activation of the Operations Center. The Deputy Director, who nor-
mally would be the Executive Director for Operations (EDO) or another member of
the Executive Team (ET), will exercise the delegated authorities unless the
Chairman specifically directs otherwise. Other members of the ET are:

Director of the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational*

Data
Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'

Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards*

Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research*

Together, the Director and Deputy Director assure that preplanned actions are
under way during Initial Activation; they also identify other necessary actions
unique to the particular incident. Headquarters and Regional teams carry out
those actions. The Director (i.e. , the Chairman) may also call on the other
Commissioners to advise him and to perform key missions.

The Director will normally transfer any or all of the following authorities to
an NRC Director of Site Operations after a qualified official (usually the
cognizant Regional Administrator) arrives at the site with his site team,
obtains a briefing from licensee nanagement, assesses the situation and reports
back to the Director that he or she is prepared to assume the following
authorities.

~ -*
(1) Authority to recommend actioris to the licensee.

Authority to recommend offsite actions, where necessary, either confirming(2) the licensee's recommendation or providing additional MC recommendations.

Authority to direct the licensee to take specified actions when such(3) actions are necessary to protect the public from imminent danger,

11

.
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Other officials and organizations will be immediately informed of the appoint-The Director of Site Operations will assumement and delegated authority.
supervision of all NRC personnel at the site, will represent NRC in inter - !

actions with other agencies and the news media, and will decide what The |
response actions must be taken, consistent with the delegated authority.If the Director of050 may obtain direct support from any element of NRC.
Site Operations is uncertain how best to obtain support, the Executive Team
or a designated member of the Executive Team will assist and will assign any

,

)

agency personnel to such tasks as are needed, as indicated in Figure 3. :

2. 6 Principal Participants

NRC response personnel are denoted as follows in this plan (see Figure 4):
,

(1) Executive Team |

Director (Chairman of the Commission)
Deputy Director (appointed by the Director in Initial activation, usually

,

EDO)
Members (Directors of AE00, NRR, RES and NMSS)

(2) Other executives

Other Commissioners

(3) Site and regional participants
!

Director, of Site Operations (appointed by the Director after onsite
evaluation by senior official, usually a Regional Administrator)

Regional Administrators (those not appointed Director of Site Operations)
Site Team (except Resident Inspector)
Resident Inspector
Regional Offices (personnel not at the site [ Base Team]) i

Regional Outy Officer
Recovery Team

Headouarters analysis and support participants ,

,

(4) I

Headquarters Operations Officer
AE00 management
Emergency Officer
Standay Team (designated at beginning of Standby mode)
Deactivating Team (designated at beginning of Deactivating mode)
Protective Measures Analysis Team i

Reactor Safety Analysis Team _ , . ,

Safeguards Analysis Team
-

l

Status Officer (s)
-

Response Coordination Team
Administrative Support Team

;

15'
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(5) Liaison
_

Government Liaison
Congressional Affairs
Public Affairs (Headquarters and Region)
International Affairs

Other groups and organizations with which the NRC expects to interact directly
(but with varying frequency) during an incident are:

Executive Office of the President (" White House")
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Department of Energy (DOE)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Department of State (DOS)
Department of Transportation (DOT)
Congress
State Executive (Governor)
State radiological and logistical personnel
State emergency services
Local emergency services (Civil Defense)
Licensee management (at corporate headquarters, at the onsite Technical

Support Center, and at the offsite Emergency Operations Facility)
Licensee operating personnel
Public and the media
Plant architects and engineers, construction contractors, nuclear steam '

system suppliers, and other vendors
Nuclear industry advisory groups
Consultants
Intervener groups

The NRC will interact with other organizations through one of the listed
.

groups.

2. 7 Response Functions

The functions described below are those that must be performed to some degree <

in preparation for, and response to, any incident of sufficient severity.
These functions are defined in further detail in NUREG-0845 (Ref. 5).

,

Maintain response capability. This function includes thase tasks required
(1) to maintain readiness, such as training personnel and Isaintaining

communications systems.

Man emergency communications systems. This function includes those tasks(2) that assure proper receipt and handling of all communications during any
response mode.

16
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(3) Evaluate and categorize initial information. This function includes
those tasks that culminate in decisions as to the severity of an event
and the extent of the initial NRC response.

(4) Decide to escalate the NRC response. This function includes those tasks
whicn address responsibilities both for recommending and for deciding on a
need for greater NRC participation at any time after the initial response
decision.

(5) Enter Standby Mode. This' function includes those tasks that must be
completed as soon as possible upon transition to the Standby Mode.

(6) Enter Initial Activation Mode. This function includes those tasks that
must be completed as soon as possible upon transition to the Initial
Activation Mode.

(7) Enter Expanded Activation Mode. This function includes those tasks that
must be completed as soon as possible upon transition to the Expanded
Activation Mode.

(8) Enter Deactivating Mode. This function includes those tasks that must be
completed as soon as possible upon transition to the Deactivating Mode.

(9) Evaluate incident and plant status. This function includes those tasks
needed to assure that response personnel have a complete and accurate
overview of the evolution and status of the problem at any time.

(10) Evaluate licensee actions. This function includes those tasks that
provide an overview of the licensee's actions with respect to mitigating
the actual or potential consequences of an incident and with respect to
the adequacy of licensee recommendations to offsite authorities for
protective actions for the public.

(11) Project incident consequences and plant status. This function includes
those tasks needed to develop timely projections of the likely future
course of an incident.

(12) Advise, assist or direct licensee

(a) Advise. This function includes those tasks needed to assure that
advice is stated clearly, developed from the best information and
projections, and transmitted accurately.

(b) Assist. This function also includes those tasks needed to assure
that the licensee is provided the expertise, equipment, and author- _ , , .

ity to take such action as is necessary to mitigate the consequences
of the incident.

17
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(c) Direct. This function also includes those tasks needed to assure
that sole authority to issue orders in an emergency is delegated fror|-

the Director to the 050, in the event such action is necessary to ;
protect the public from imminent danger, and that the orders are '

based on accurate information, clearly stated, and accurately
conveyed by the DSO. ;

(13) Reouest other-agency support. This function includes those tasks that
clarify responsibilities among participating agencies for identifying I

needs, requesting support, and resolving conflicts in priorities or
iactions. .

(14) Maintain liaison with the Congress, White House, other Federal, State. ,

International and local agencies. This function includes those tasks ,

that identify primary liaison responsibilities for helping to assure ;

that information exchange is adequate, accurate, timely, and consistent, i

(15) Inform public and monitor public information. This function includes
those tasks neeoed to assure first, that NRC information releases are
complete, accurate, and consistent, available to all response personnel,
coordinated with other response organizations and accurately relayed to '

the public; and second, that public reactions are brought to the attenticj
of NRC managers.

(16) Recommand protective actions for public. This function includes those i

tasks that culminate in NRC decisions to endorse licensee recommendations;
for protective action or to recommend additional offsite actions to pro-
tect the public health and safety, based on' technical actions and NRC
projections of plant status. Implementation of protective actions in l

response to a fast moving severe accident (General Emergency) should not i
await NRC approval or review. |

(17) Provide administrative and loaistical support. This function includes f
those tasks needed to assure the availability of adequate transportation.*
housing, information resources, and any other support needs of NRC ;

response personnel that may be identified during an incident..

(18) Decide to deescalate. This function includes those tasks that provide
for orderly reduction of the NRC response.

(19) Review, investigate, and document response actions. This function ,

includes those tasks that formalize the responsibilities for assuring ;

complete and timely documentary followup to an incident.

?
a-

.
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(20) Recover. Tjiis function includes those tasks that formalize the
responsibilities for assuring appropriate technical followup to an
incident.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES

The Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data is responsible forThat officedeveloping and maintaining an effective NRC response capability.
will maintain and revise this plan and its implementing procedures and will ,

'

continue to assure readiness >through a comprehensive assessment, training and
j

exercise program.
i
'

Individual and team responsibilities for incident response tasks and decisions :
I

are presented in agency procedures for the NRC Incident Response Plan, that are i

NUREG-0845 (Ref. 5). These procedures r a designed primarily to aid NRC man-
agers in assuring that all appropriate response activities are under way during

-

any of the five response modes. It is also to be used by all response per-
sonnel to define individual or team responsibilities. The procedures permit
users to identify readily:

functions that should be under way in a particular response mode;
?.

responsibilities and authorities for accomplishing those functions;-

responsibilities for key interfaces with other organizations.*

The task assignments are intended to assure that each function is properly
performed without unnecessary duplication of effort.

3.1 Summary of Interfaces With other Organizations
'

The most frequent interface for the NRC is with the licensee. The NRC depends

on the licensee for initial notification of any incident in accordance with
guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 50.72, NUREG-0654 (Rev. 1.) and 10 CFR Part
73.71(c). Direct telephone lines (Emergency Notification System [ ENS]) have i

been installed to facilitate the notification call. With the first decision
by NRC Headquarters or a Regional Office that a report cannot be handled rou-
tinely, a continuous communications link with the licensee may be established |

Additionalover the direct lines to be maintained for as long as necessary.
telephone conferences may also be established (including those using the Health )
Physics Network [HPN]).

Other than electronic links, there are three major facets to the interface with !

|the licensee:

Essential facility design data for each nuclear power reactor will be(1) maintained at the Headquarters Operations Center and Regional Incident
-

Response Center.

Resident Inspectors at each site provide independent assessments of the(2)
early stages of an incident prior to arrival' of the NRC site team from
one or more of-the Regional Offices.

i
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(3) An onsite Technical Support Center (TSC) and an offsite Emergency

Operations Facility (EOF) will provide for effective communication
without crowding the reactor control room (Ref. 4). Upon transfer of NRC
authority to a Director of Site Operations, face-to-face communication at
those facilities is expected to become the dominant means of exchanging
information and of interacting with the licensee.

The interface with offsite authorities (local and State government) is also
extensive. These offsite authorities (the Governor or his designated
representative) have gesponsibilities for deciding what proter.iee actions
will be taken for the public. It is the responsibility of local government to :

assure that the appropriate actions are carried out. A major emphasis in the
NRC response to emergencies will be the ability and capability to provide
offsite authorities with an evaluation of license recommendations and provide
a clear and concise recommendation for protective actions that represents the
position of the Federal government. These recommendations will normally be
presented to offsite authorities in coordination with FEMA. In order to
effectively perform this task, NRC will establish communication channels
primarily with various State officials (e.g., the Governor or his office,
emergency management agencies and radiological health organizations).

NRC interface with other organizations is less extensive. In general, NRC
personnel at Headquarters will deal with the Headquarters personnel of other
agencies; NRC site personnel will deal with all others. NRC will also work
with most other organizations through the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), whenever possible (Ref. 1). NRC must also work directly with certain
other organizations, however, to exchange radiological data and to assure that
radiological effects of an incident are completely monitored for the
protection of the public. These other organizations include the Department of 1

Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of
DOE will coordinateHealth and Human Services (HHS), and State agencies.

radiological monitoring operations of these organizations and will correlate
the data fram such operations at ~or near the site under terms of the Federal ,

Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan. All organizations will thus be
!

|able to draw from the same pool of correlated data.

Table 3 summarizes the extent of the NRC interface with organizations other
than licensees. The purpose of the table is to alert other organizations to '

|

the need to identify appropriate contacts for each kind of interface.

Different kinds of interface may require different contacts. Immediate

notification is a one-time action, for example, but technical assistance,
which means any kind of help other than a brief explanation of an incident,

The table shows that NRCmay require nearly continuous _information exchange.
will be ready to offer technical assistance to DOE and State agencies, among |

others, as early as the NRC Standby mode. NRC will periodically verify eacjL~ |
'

contact as part of the implementing procedures for this plan.

4 REFERENCES

(1) Federal Emergency Management Agency, " Federal Radiological Emergency
Response Plan," published in 50 FR 46542, November 8,1985.
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(2) Code of Feder,al Regulations, Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 50, Section 72,
and Part 73, Section 71, General Services Administration, revised
January 1980. Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

(3) U.5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Federal Emergency Management
Agency, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants," USNRC Report NUREG-0654, Rev. ,1, FEMA-Rep-1, November 1980.
Available from GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555. This document has been endorsed by NRC

Regulatory Guide 1.101.

(4) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Functional Criteria for Emergency
AvailableResponse facilities," USNRC Report NUREG-0696, February 1981.

from GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D. C. 20555.

(5) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Agency Procedures for the NRC
Incident Response Plan," USNRC Report NUREG-0845, February 1983. Avail-
able from GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555.

5. LIST OF ACRONYMS

Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
AEOD
CFA Cognizant Federal Agency
DOE Department of Energy
DOS Department of State
DOT Department of Transportation
DSD

Director of Site Operations
EDO

Executive Director of Operations
ENS Emergency Notification System
E0F Emergency Operations Facility
EPA

Environmental Protection Agency
ET Executive Team -

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan

FRMAP Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan
FRERP
HHS Department of Health and Human Services
HPN Health Physics Network

HQ
Headquarters
Incident Response Center (Region)

IRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
NMSS

*

Office of N'uclear Reactor Regulation
NRR U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
RES

TSC
Technical Support Center
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Table 3 NRC Interfaces with Other Organizations
(except licensee)-

NRC Outputs Expected Inputs
To Organization To NRC

Periodic Periodic |

Immediate Status Technical Status Technical
Organization Notification Reports Assistance Reports Assistance '

00E 5, I', E 5,I,E S.I.E 5,I,E S,1,E )

DOT * 5,I,E 5,I,E S.I.E 5,I,E S,I,E ;

FEMA S.I.E 5,I,E I,E S.I.E I,E,

EPA S.I.E S.I,E I,E, I,E, I E,

HHS S,I,E 5,I,E I,E, I,E, I,E,

FBI ** S.I E S.I.E S.I.E 5,I,E S.I E
!

Congress I,E, I E,

White House 5,I,E I,E,
'

State S.I.E S,I E S.I.E I,E, I,E..

Consultants *** 5,I,E S,I,E

Public, media S.I.E S.I.E

International 5,I,E S.I.E S.I.E 5,I,E I,E

Note: 5 - during Standby
I - during Initial Activation .

'

E - during Expanded Activation

Transportation Only*

Safeguards Only**

Industry advisors, plant vendors, contractors***

,

&&m
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UNITED STATES.,
'

!' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONy., 7 g
g g . WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
o ?

'.....# May 6, 1994

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Joseph I. Lieberman
Chairman, Subcommittee on Clean Air and

Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works ;

United States Senate ;

|Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Lieberman:

This is in response to your letter of April 20, 1994, raising a
number of questions concerning the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's policies and practices for the exercise of enforce-
ment discretion for violations of nuclear power plant technical
specifications and license conditions.

The Commission wishes to assure you that we agree with the
regulatory principles which underlie the concerns raised in your
letter. We have programs in place to review, evaluate, and
update licenses. The Commission has not in any sense adopted a
policy of routinely excusing licensees from compliance with the
requirements of their licenses or the plant technical specifica-
tions for operation. Nor is the use of enforcement discretion a
procedural device invoked by the agency as an avenue for avoiding
the procedures for amending a license. It is our expectation
that licensees will comply with the terms and conditions of their
licenses, will seek amendments to their licenses in accordance
with established procedures when those terms or conditions are no
longer appropriate, and will be subject to enforcement action
when their operations deviate from the established requirements.
But we are clearly acting within our authority and consistent
with good safety practices if, in certain limited circumstances,
we deem it appropriate to take no enforcement action where a
technical specification or license condition has been or will be
violated if that violation is neutral or positive from the point
of view of safety.

As you requested, we have reexamined the issue of whether to make
publicly available the pre-decisional, attorney / client privileged
SECY paper from the General Counsel which discussed the agency's -

use of enforcement discretion and recommended adoption of the
current agency policy on its use. Given the fact that the policy
itself has been published as a part of our enforcement policy
guidelines, we believe that the adverse impact on future legal
advice to the Commission, which the precedent or practice of
release of the SECY paper could create, outweighs the benefits of
such release. Consequently, we cannot approve release of the
document.

h
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The responses to the specific questions contained in your
April 20 letter will be provided shortly in separate
correspondence from the NRC staff. ;

Sincerely,

.

4
iIvan Salin

cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson

,
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April 20, 1994

|
<

The Honorable Ivan Salin
Chairman !

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |
Washington, DC 20555

Daar Chairman Selin: !

I am writing to express my concerns and pose a number of
questions regarding the Nuclear Regulatory N4 saion's (NRC)
policies and practicas for the non-enforcement of violations of
nuclear power plant technical specifications and license
conditions. I am also requesting again that you reconsider your

,

decision not to release the document entitled SECY-92-043,
" Exercise of Discretion Not to Enforce Compliance With License
Conditions."

First, I have a number of questions and concerns about the
NRC's practices and policies regarding its enforcement
discretion. In 1992, the NRC modified its enforcement policy to
describe more fully the circumstances in which it may exercise
its enforcement discretion not to enforce technical
specifications or licensa conditions. As a follow-up to this i

policy statement, in August, 1993 the NRC modified the NRC
Inspection Manual to provide the NRC staff with guidance on how
to exercise this type of enforcement discretion.

1

These documents describe the circumstances in which the NRC
will issue a Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED), upon
request from a licensea, to not enforce compliance with technical I

specifications or license conditions in order to avoid plant
shutdowns or operational risks, provided the NRC determines that ,

the exercise of such discretion involves minimal or no safety
risks and it is not practical to issue a license amendment to
permit such licensaa actions. These policias and proceduras
raise questions whether the practica of issuing NOEDs rather than
licensa amendments to allow that which otherwise would be a --

license violation is inconsistant with the requirements of the
Atomic Energy Act (AEA).

Section 189 of the AEA specifies the procedures that the NRC
must follow in order to grant, suspend, revoke, or amend a
license. Generally, the Consnission must provida prior notice and
an opportunity to be heard prior to issuing a license amendment.
However, the N'-4 saion is authorized to issue and make
insnediately effective any amendment to an operating license upon

-+fh69%%t-.
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a determination by the Commission that such amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration, notwithstanding the pendency
before the Commission of a request for a hearing.

In emergency situations the enemission may dispense with
prior notice and comment on a proposed no significant hazards :

consideration determination. Emergency situations are defined as
cases "in which immediate action is necessary to prevent the
shutdown or derating of an operating commercial reactor." The
statute directs the Commission to promulgate regulations to
establish criteria for dispensing with prior notice and cn-ant
in emergency situations; the Commission finalized such
regulations in 1986.

Because a NOED grants 4= amity from sanctions for non-
compliance with a license condition, a NOED can be viewed as a '

license amendment. As further indication that NOEDs are in
essence license amendments, the NRC's Enforcement Policy and :

Inspection Manual both indicate that NOEDs are to be used to
prevent plant shutdowns "when an amendment is not practical"
because of time constraints (temporary and nonrecurring
violations), or when an application for an emergency or exigent
circumstances license amendment cannot be processed in a timely .

!

manner. Both also state that NOEDs are not to be used as "aroutine substitute for compliance or for requesting a license
amendment (emphasis added) . " The NOED policies and procedures

-

therefore appear to be " emergency" exceptions to the procedures :'

required by the AEA for the issuance of license amendments, as
the term " emergency" is used in section 189 of the AEA.

However, section 189 directs the Conmission to promulgate
regulations to provide procedures for the issuance of license
amendments under emergency situations when notice and comment
cannot be provided to the public. It thus appears that the
Commission has chosen to do by enforcement policy--which_was not
subject to public notice and comment or judicial review--that
which Congress has unmistakably directed the Commission to
accomplish by notice and comment rulemaking, which is subiect to

,

judicial review.

By failing to follow the Congressionally mandated process
for issuing license amendments, the NRC also may have exceeded ,

|its substantive authority regarding the circumstances in which -

such amendments may be issued. The attached questions are !
intended to elicit a better understanding of the NRC's legal and
policy justification for its NOED policies and practices.

;

Some of the recent concern about the NRC's enforcement- ,

idiscretion has arisen as a result of a just-completed'

investigation by the NRC's Office of Inspector General (OIG) of
an allegation that the NRC was " selectively" enforcing its'

regulations and the technical specifications regarding the

.
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operability of certain equipment ("Rosemount transmitters") that
is designed to measure fluid pressure, levels, and flows in
nuclear power plants. The OIG investigation did not substantiate
this allegation.

According to the OIG report, a senior NRC official stated,
as part of the NRC staff's response to this allegation, that "the
NRC has enforcement discretion regarding its own regulations."
The OIG report further states that this official "provided to OIG i

policy statements, approved by the censni ssion, intended to
establish consnan sense rules to avoid needless shut-downs of
nuclear plants (Exhibit 22)." Exhibit 22 is SECY-92-043,
" Exercise of Discretion Not to Enforce Compliance With License
Conditions."

The NRC has been withholding this document on the grounds
that it contains privileged attorney-client information. I again
urge you to reconsider this position.

-

The NRC's practices and policies regarding the enforcement
of its regulations are a matter of significant public interest.
Although the NRC has published its non-enforcement policies and
procedures in other publicly available documents, the agency
nonetheless has publicly relied upon this particular document as
part of the justification for these practices and policies. As a

-,

result of the NRC's own disclosures, there has been a'significant
public interest in the contents of this document. Because of

'

this public interest the NRC should release this document.
As a matter of common sense, as well as law, the NRC's open

reliance on this document as justification for its position-
undermines the belated assertion that its contents are
privileged. The courts will refuse to allow the attorney-client
privilege to be used as a shield once the client has used the ,

'

advice of his attorney as a sword.

Please provide your responses to me no later than May 4,
1994. This time frame is reasonable'because the cemanission has
been aware of the nature of these concerns since late March. ,

Thank you very much for your attention and cooperation in
providing a prompt response on these issues.

.

Sincerely

*
,g ~

ph I. Lieberman
irman

Subcommittee on Clean Air
- and Nuclear Regulation.

.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE NRC

NRC ENFORCEMENT. DISCRETION POLICY

1. A technical specification limiting condition of operation or
other license condition imposes on a licensee a legal obligation '

to obey it until is modified by amendment of the license in
accordance with the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and NRC regulations.
Although intended to be simply an exercise of enforcement
discretion, a Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) not to
enforce a technical specification or license condition is in
essence a grant of b--mity from sanctions for noncompliance with
a license condition because it approves operation in a manner not
in conformance with the license. For this reason, issuance of a
NOED can be viewed as a license amendment.

'

Q. (a) Do you agree? In your opinion, can a NOED
reasonably be viewed as a license amendment?

(b) How does the legal effect of a NOED differ from that of f

a license amendment?

2. According to the NRC's enforcement policy, a Region may
issue a NOED only when "the expected noncompliance is of such
short duration that a license amendment 'could not be issued
before the need not longer exists, making it impractical to amend
the license." The Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, may issue a NOED "for the brief period of - time it. j

requires the NRC staff to process an emergency or exigent TS I

amendment under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.91(a) (5) or (6) ." |
According to the Inspection Manual, NRR may exercise enforcement
discretion to allow noncompliance: (1) "until'such time as the-
element (in a limiting condition for operation) can be revised by ;

a license amendment:" (2) in a situation in which "a license l
amendment will be processed to make (an extension of an action
statement time limit) a permanent change to the TSs;" and (3) in :

.

a situation in which a change to a surveillance requirement "will
be incorporated by an amendment." |

This indicates that the criterion for the'NRC's decision on
whether to issue a NOED rather than a license amendment is the-
NRC's determination as to the practicality or timeliness of the , , , _

license amendment process.

Q. If the ability of the NRC to issue a license amendment
in the appropriate time' frame is the controlling factor on
whether the NRC will issue a license amendment or a NOED to
permit a licensee to operate in a manner not in accordance with a
technical specification or license condition, then can a NOED
reasonably be viewed'in essence as a license amendment that is
issued under " emergency" circumstances when the normal license
amendment procedures cannot be followed?

.

-
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3. The NRC's enforcement policy statement explains that NRC I
Iwill issue a NOED only when issuance of a license amendment would

be impractical under the circumstances, or where there is not :
'

sufficient time to process a license amendment application under
50.91 (a) (5) or (6) . 'Hence, the NRC itself has acated that it i

will use the NOED procedures only when there is an " emergency I

situation" within the meaning of section 189 of the Atomic Energy '

Act--i.e. when the normal procedures of section 189 for issuance
of license amendments cannot be followed because immediate action ;

is necessary to prevent the shutdown or derating of an operating
reactor.

Q. Isn't the NRC's NOED policy, . therefore, another type of
" emergency situation" exception to the procedures required under ;

section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act for issuance of license
'

'
amendments?

4. (a) In view of the NRC's statements that indicate that the
NRC's NOED practice is an " emergency situation" (within the I

meaning of section 18' of the AEA) exception to the normal- ,

ilicense amendment procahdues, why does the NRC believe that
section 189 does not raquire these NOED procedures to be ,

'

promulgated by rulemaking?
!

(b) Does the NRC believe that it has enforcement discretion '

to not enforce the requirements of 10 CFR 50.91 for license ,

amendments? |

5

(c) Does the NRC believe that it has the enforcement ;

discretion to not enforce the rulemaking requirements of either i

section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act or the substantive |

limitations of that section? |
l
1

5. Q. Please provide the NRC's legal authority for the NOED
policy and procedures. f

6. Section 189 of the AEA: allows the Conunission in " emergency .

situations" to dispense with prior notice and comment (pursuant
to criteria established by rulemaking) on a proposed
determination that a license amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration. The Conference Report accompanying the
latest amendments to section states that "the term ' emergency
situations' encompass (es] only those rare cases in which
immediate action is necessary to prevent the shutdown or darating
of an operating commercial reactor."

.

I
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The IRC's NOED policy and 10 CFR 50.91(a) (5) (the emergency
situations provision) allow the Commission to not enforce a
license condition or to issue a license amendment in order to
avoid a delay in the startup of a reactor.

Q. In view of the conferees' intent that the emergency
situations include only situations where actions is necessary to
prevent a shutdown or derating, how does the Commission justify
using the emergency situations provision to avoid a delay in
reactor startup?

7. The Inspection Manual states that "The exercise of
enforcement discretion for plants attempting to start up is
expected to occur less of ten than for operating plants, because
delaying startup does not usually leave a plant in a condition in
which it could experience undesirable transients."

Q. (a) Please explain under which circumstances and how
delaying startup could leave a plant in a condition in which it
could experience undesirable transients.

(b) Can the risks to the public health and safety ever be
reduced by starting up a plant rather than leaving it in a
ahutdown condition?

8. (a) To what extent are economic considerations permissible
for the Imc to consider in determining under which circumstances
it will issue a NOED or a license amendment?

(b) To what extent is economics rather than safety the
reason to grant a NOED or emergency license amendment in order to
avoid delays in plant startups?

(c) In general, to what extent does the IEC consider '

economic factors in determining whether to anforce its
regulations?

(d) In order to impose a new regulatory requirement that is,
not necessary to provide adequate protection to the public health-
and safety, the IEC must perform a backfit analysis to determine

.

whether the costs of the new requirement would outweigh the I

benefits. To what extent and under which circumstances does the
NRC perform a similar backfit analysis when it is considering
deleting an existing regulatory requirement or amending a license
condition that is not necessary to provide adequate protection to
the public health and safety?

I.
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9. In the Statement of Considerations accompanying the final
promulgation of 10 CFR 50.91, the enmmission stated as follows:

"The Cormnission does not automatically consider exemption
requests as license amendments. Most are not amendments. If an
exemption to the regulations for a particular facility also
entails or requires an amendment to the facility license, the
amendment would be processed as a license amendment under the
'Sho11y' regulations and the requirements of the regulations
could not be avoided simply because an exemption is also
involved."

Q. In light of the NOED policy, is the last sentence of
this statement no longer accurate?

10. In general, please explain the process for considering a
license amendment under emergency or exigent circumstances (10
CPR 50.91(a) (5) and (6)). Also, as part of your answer, please
include an explanation in particular of:

(a) How a no significant hazards consideration is made:

(b) How the NRC's final decision on safety is made:

(c) The documentation required of the licensee:

(d) The documentation required of the NRC staff; and

(e) The type of notice provided to members of the public or
the states.

(f) Can license amendments ever be granted orally?

11. (a) In what respect (s) are the "Sholly" emergency
situations procedures (10 CFR 50.91(a) (5) ) too lengthy or
impractical for issuance of a license amendment when the NRC
contemplates a NRR-issued NOED?

(b) In which respects do the NOED procedures differ from .

the procedures required under 10 CFR 50.91(a) (5)?

(c) In which respects do the documentation requirements
differ?

.
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12. Pursuant to section 189, the NRC's regulations prohibit use i

of the " emergency situation" exception to the Sholly procedures i

if the licensee is responsible for the emergency. The NOED !
policy does not contain such an explicit restriction. 1

'

Q. (a) Can or will the NRC grant a NOED if the licensee is
responsible for the emergency?

,

(b) If not, then why is this not as explicit in the policy
as in the regulation? If the NRC's policy does not preclude the j
grant of a NOED if the licensee is responsible for the emergency, |
then is the NOED policy consistent with the NRC's Sholly '

procedures?

!
13. The NOED policy allows the NRC to grant oral NOEDs upon oral
statements by NRC licensees, with either the NRC's decision or
the licensee's request to be followed by written documentation.

(a) What type of safety analysis is prepared when
information is communicated orally?

(b) How does the NRC enforce its requirements regarding the !
'

accuracy of information when the information is communicated
orally?

(c) Part IX of the NRC's enforcement policy provides the
NRC's policies for taking enforcement action for inaccurate oral
statements. The policy states that "The co - 4ssion recognizes
that oral information may in some situations be inherently less
reliable than written submittals because of the absence of an
opportunity for reflection and management review."

There are two recent examples in which the NRC allowed the
startup of nuclear power plants based upon incomplete or
inaccurate oral information material to the startup decision. |

(Turkey Point, 1992; vogtle, 1990) .

If there is insufficient time for the NRC to either prepare
or review a written analysis of the proposed violation of a
license condition, then ~ is it appropriate for the Cormaission to .

be relying on information that may be " inherently less reliable"
to allow operation in violation of license conditions or
technical specifications?

14. The NOED policy provides that "In each case where the NRC
staff has decided to exercise its enforcement discretion,
enforcement action will normally be taken for the root causes, to !
the extent violations were involved, that led to the
noncompliance at issue."

'

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-
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Q. Please explain how this policy works. Does a NOED
excuse cc=pliance from the underlying TS or license condition, or
does it just excuse compliance from the requirement that the
reactor be shut down if tha underlying TS or license condition is
not satisfied? For example, assume there is a requirement which
provides that if certain equipment is not operable within x hours
following the commencement of maintenance on that equipment, then
the plant must be shut down. If the IRC were to decide to issue
a NOED to allow x+3 hours to return the equipment to operability,
would the NRC then issue a notice of violation for failure to
return the equipment to operability within x hours, or would non-
enforcement of this requirement also fall within the NOED (in
addition to the non-enforcement of the requirement to shut down) ?

15. (a) Why did the NRC stop issuing " temporary waivers of
compliance" and instead begin to issue NOEDs?

(b) What is the difference between the two?

16. (a) Please provide a list of all NOEDs issued since
September, 1989 (please include all " temporary waivers of
compliance" issued during this period) .

:

(b) Which involved plant startups? I

(c) Which were granted orally?

(d) Please provide a list of all enforcement actions taken )
'for the root causes that led to the reason for the request for

the exercise of enforcement discretion.

17. (a) How many license amendments have been issued since
September, 19 89 7

(b) For how many of these were comments received?

(c) How many requests for a hearing were received?
-

(d) How many hearings were held?
,

1

18. Please explain the Commission's role and policy regarding
the extent to which the NRC will either formally approve in
adv?nce or sanction steps taken by a licensee to mitigate or
prevent harm to the public health and safety in the event of an
emergency? In an emergency situation, will the NRC perform an
advisory role, or will the NRC formally approve measures proposed
by a licensee?

.
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